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NONCOMMUTATIVE ARTIN MOTIVES
MATILDE MARCOLLI AND GONC¸ALO TABUADA
Abstract. In this article we introduce the category of noncommutative Artin
motives as well as the category of noncommutative mixed Artin motives. In
the pure world, we start by proving that the classical category AM(k)Q of
Artin motives (over a base field k) can be characterized as the largest category
inside Chow motives which fully-embeds into noncommutative Chow motives.
Making use of a refined bridge between pure motives and noncommutative pure
motives we then show that the image of this full embedding, which we call the
category NAM(k)Q of noncommutative Artin motives, is invariant under the
different equivalence relations and modification of the symmetry isomorphism
constraints. As an application, we recover the absolute Galois group Gal(k/k)
from the Tannakian formalism applied to NAM(k)Q. Then, we develop the
base-change formalism in the world of noncommutative pure motives. As an
application, we obtain new tools for the study of motivic decompositions and
Schur/Kimura finiteness. Making use of this theory of base-change we then
construct a short exact sequence relating Gal(k/k) with the noncommutative
motivic Galois groups of k and k. Finally, we describe a precise relationship
between this short exact sequence and the one constructed by Deligne-Milne.
In the mixed world, we introduce the triangulated category NMAM(k)Q of
noncommutative mixed Artin motives and construct a faithful functor from
the classical category MAM(k)Q of mixed Artin motives to it. When k is a
finite field this functor is an equivalence. On the other hand, when k is of
characteristic zero NMAM(k)Q is much richer than MAM(k)Q since its higher
Ext-groups encode all the (rationalized) higher algebraic K-theory of finite
e´tale k-schemes. In the appendix we establish a general result about short
exact sequences of Galois groups which is of independent interest. As an
application, we obtain a new proof of Deligne-Milne’s short exact sequence.
1. Introduction
In this article we further the theory of noncommutative motives, initiated in
[6, 7, 26, 27, 28, 29, 36, 37, 38, 39], by introducing the categories of noncommutative
(mixed) Artin motives and exploring many of its features.
Artin motives. Recall from [1, §4] the construction of the category Chow(k)Q of
Chow motives (over a base field k and with rational coefficients) and of the functor
(1.1) M : SmProj(k)op −→ Chow(k)Q
defined on smooth projective k-schemes. Given any full subcategory V of SmProj(k)
(stable under finite products and disjoint unions), we can then consider the smallest
additive rigid idempotent complete subcategory Chow(k)VQ of Chow(k)Q generated
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by the objects M(Z), Z ∈ V . For example, by taking for V the finite e´tale k-
schemes we obtain the category AM(k)Q of Artin motives; see [1, §4.1.6.1]. This
abelian semi-simple category plays a central role in the beautiful relationship be-
tween motives and Galois theory. Concretely, AM(k)Q is invariant under the differ-
ent equivalence relations (rational, homological, numerical, etc) on algebraic cycles
and under the modification of the symmetry isomorphism constraints. Moreover,
by considering it inside the Tannakian category Num†(k)Q of numerical motives,
the associated motivic Galois group Gal(AM(k)Q) agrees with the absolute Galois
group Gal(k/k) of k; see [1, §6.2.5]. For this reason, Gal(Num†(k)Q) is commonly
interpreted as an “higher dimensional Galois group”. As proved by Deligne-Milne
in [11, §6], these groups fit into a short exact sequence
(1.2) 1→ Gal(Num†(k)Q)→ Gal(Num
†(k)Q)→ Gal(k/k)→ 1
which expresses the absolute Galois group as the quotient of the base-change along
the algebraic closure; consult also Serre [34, §6].
Motivating questions. As explained in the survey article [40], the above functor
(1.1) admits a noncommutative analogue
U : sdgcat(k) −→ NChow(k)Q
defined on saturated dg categories in the sense of Kontsevich; see §2.1 and §3.1.
Moreover, as proved in [38, Thm. 1.1], there exists a Q-linear ⊗-functor Φ making
the following diagram commute
(1.3) SmProj(k)op
M

Ddg
perf
(−)
// sdgcat(k)
U

Chow(k)Q
Φ
// NChow(k)Q ,
where Ddgperf(Z) denotes the (unique) dg enhancement of the derived category of
perfect complexes of OZ-modules (see [23][7, Example 5.5(i)]). Hence, given any
category V as above, one can consider in a similar way the smallest additive rigid
idempotent complete subcategory NChow(k)VQ of NChow(k)Q generated by the ob-
jects U(Ddgperf(Z)), Z ∈ V . By the above commutative diagram one obtains then a
well-defined Q-linear ⊗-functor Chow(k)VQ → NChow(k)
V
Q. The above mentioned
results on Artin motives lead us naturally to the following questions:
Question I: When is the functor Chow(k)VQ → NChow(k)
V
Q an equivalence ?
Question II: Is the noncommutative analogue NAM(k)Q of the category of Artin
motives also invariant under the different equivalence relations and modification of
the symmetry isomorphism constraints ?
Question III: Does the noncommutative motivic Galois group Gal(NAM(k)Q)
also agree with the absolute Galois group of k ?
Question IV: Does the above sequence (1.2) admit a noncommutative analogue ?
Statement of results. All the above considerations hold more generally with Q
replaced by any field extension F/Q. In particular, we have a well-defined functor
(1.4) Chow(k)VF −→ NChow(k)
V
F .
The answer to Question I is the following:
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Theorem 1.5. The functor (1.4) is a (tensor) equivalence if and only if V is
contained in the category of finite e´tale k-schemes.
Informally speaking, Theorem 1.5 characterizes the category of Artin motives as
being precisely the largest subcategory of Chow motives which fully-embeds into
noncommutative Chow motives. Let us denote by NAM(k)F the image of this
full embedding and call it the category of noncommutative Artin motives. The
noncommutative analogues of the classical equivalence relations on algebraic cycles
were introduced by the authors in [26, 27, 28, 29]. Concretely, we have a sequence
of F -linear full additive ⊗-functors
(1.6) NChow(k)F −→ NVoev(k)F −→ NHom(k)F −→ NNum(k)F ,
where NVoev(k)F denotes the category of noncommutative Voevodsky motives,
NHom(k)F the category of noncommutative homological motives, and NNum(k)F
the category of noncommutative numerical motives; consult §3 for details. Making
use of a refined bridge between the commutative and the noncommutative world,
we answer affirmatively to the first part of Question II:
Theorem 1.7. The composed functor (1.6) becomes fully-faithful when restricted
to the category NAM(k)F of noncommutative Artin motives.
As proved in [26, 27, 28], the category NNum(k)F is abelian semi-simple when
k and F have the same characteristic. Assuming the noncommutative standard
conjecture CNC (= Ku¨nneth) and that k is of characteristic zero, this category
can be made into a Tannakian category NNum†(k)F by modifying its symmetry
isomorphism constraints; see [28, Thm. 1.4]. Moreover, assuming the noncommu-
tative standard conjecture DNC (= homological equals numerical) and that F is a
field extension of k, NNum†(k)F becomes a neutral Tannakian category with fiber
functor given by periodic cyclic homology; see [28, Thm. 1.6]. As a consequence,
one obtains well-defined noncommutative motivic Galois groups Gal(NNum†(k)F ),
which are moreover pro-reductive (i.e. their unipotent radicals are trivial) since
NNum†(k)F is semi-simple.
Theorem 1.8. (i) We have an equality NAM†(k)F = NAM(k)F of categories;
(ii) The inclusion NAM(k)F ⊂ NNum
†(k)F gives rise to a surjection
Gal(NNum†(k)F )։ Gal(NAM(k)F ) .
(iii) The noncommutative motivic Galois group Gal(NAM(k)F ) is naturally iso-
morphism to the absolute Galois group of k.
Item (i) answers the second part of Question II, while item (iii) provides an affir-
mative answer to Question III. Hence, as in the commutative world, Gal(NNum†(k)F )
can also be understood as an “higher dimensional Galois group”. Its precise rela-
tionship with the classical motivic Galois group and with the multiplicative group
Gm is described in [28, Thm. 1.7]. Our answer to Question IV is the following:
Theorem 1.9. We have a short exact sequence
(1.10) 1→ Gal(NNum†(k)F )
I
−→ Gal(NNum†(k)F )
P
−→ Gal(k/k)→ 1 .
The map P is induced by the inclusion NAM(k)F ⊂ NNum
†(k)F and the map I by
the base-change functor −⊗k k : NNum
†(k)F → NNum
†(k)F ; see §7.
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Deligne-Milne’s proof of the short exact sequence (1.2) makes full use of “com-
mutative arguments” which don’t seem to admit noncommutative analogues. The
proof of Theorem 1.9 is hence not only different but moreover much more concep-
tual from a categorical viewpoint; see §8. By extracting the key ingredients of this
latter proof we have established in Appendix A a general result about short exact
sequence of Galois groups which is of independent interest; see Theorem A.2. As an
application, we obtain a new proof of (1.2) which circumvents the “commutative
arguments” of Deligne-Milne; see §A.1.
The theory of base-change in the noncommutative world (needed for the proof
of Theorem 1.9) was developed in §7.1-7.2. Its compatibility with the classical
base-change mechanism is proved in §7.3. As an application, we obtain new tools
for the study of motivic decompositions and Schur/Kimura finiteness. Concretely,
Corollaries 7.42 and 7.45 can be used in order to prove that certain Chow motives
are of Lefschetz type or Schur/Kimura-finite.
Finally, our last result in the pure world describes a precise relationship between
Deligne-Milne’s short exact sequence (1.2) and its noncommutative analogue (1.10).
Theorem 1.11. We have a well-defined commutative diagram
(1.12) 1 1
Gm
OO
Gm
OO
1 // Gal(Num†(k)F )
I //
OO
x
Gal(Num†(k)F )
P //
OO
Gal(k/k) // 1
1 // Gal(NNum†(k)F )
OO
I
// Gal(NNum†(k)F )
OO
P
// Gal(k/k) // 1 ,
where each row and each column is exact. In particular, the lower left-hand-side
square is cartesian.
Intuitively speaking, Theorem 1.11 show us that the short exact sequence (1.10)
maps towards the short exact sequence (1.2) and that the default of surjectivity of
this map is precisely the multiplicative group Gm.
Noncommutative mixed Artin motives. Recall from [1, §16] the construction
of the triangulated category DMgm(k)Q of Voevodsky’s mixed motives (over a per-
fect field k) and of the functor Mgm : Sm(k) → DMgm(k)Q defined on smooth
k-schemes. As explained in [40, §5], this functor admits a noncommutative ana-
logue UM : sdgcat(k) → KMM(k)Q with values in the triangulated category of
Kontsevich’s mixed motives; see §3.5. Hence, by performing the same construc-
tions as above (using triangulated categories instead of additive ones), we obtain
the classical category MAM(k)Q of mixed Artin motives (see [53, §1]) and also its
noncommutative analogue NMAM(k)Q, which we call the category of noncommu-
tative mixed Artin motives. These categories are related as follows:
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Theorem 1.13. (i) There exists a faithful Q-linear triangulated ⊗-functor Ψ mak-
ing the following diagram commute
(1.14) {finite e´tale k-schemes}op
M∨gm

Ddg
perf
(−)
// sdgcat(k)
UM

MAM(k)Q
Ψ
// NMAM(k)Q ⊂ KMM(k)Q ,
where (−)∨ stands for the duality functor.
(ii) When k = Fq the functor Ψ is moreover an equivalence. As a consequence
NMAM(Fq)Q ≃ Db(RepQ(Ẑ)), where RepQ(Ẑ) denotes the category of finite
dimensional Q-linear representations of Ẑ := limnZ/nZ.
(iii) When Q ⊆ k the functor Ψ is not full. For instance, the non-trivial maps
HomNMAM(Q)Q(ΨM
∨
gm(spec(Q)),ΨM
∨
gm(spec(Q))[−n]) ≃ Q n ≡ 5 (mod 8)
are not in the image of Ψ.
In contrast with the world of pure motives, Theorem 1.13 shows us that in char-
acteristic zero the category NMAM(k)Q is much richer than MAM(k)Q. Informally
speaking, NMAM(k)Q keeps track (in terms of Ext-groups) of all the higher alge-
braic K-theory of finite e´tale k-schemes.
Future research. Let us denote AM(k)proQ the category of pro-objects in AM(k)Q.
Recall from [8, 9, 25, 54] that an algebraic endomotive consists of a triple (M,S, µ),
whereM is an object of AM(k)proQ , S is a countable abelian semigroup contained in
EndAM(k)pro
Q
(M), and µ : S → N is a semigroup homomorphism. Recall also from
loc. cit. that every algebraic endomotive (M,S, µ) gives rise to a “Riemann” zeta
function
Z((M,S, µ);β) :=
∑
s∈S
µ(s)−β .
Thanks to the above Theorem 1.7 one obtains the same theory of algebraic endomo-
tives if one replaces AM(k)proQ by NAM(k)
pro
Q . On the other hand, Theorem 1.13(iii)
shows us that if one replaces AM(k)proQ by NMAM(k)
pro
Q (with k of characteristic
zero), then one obtains a richer theory of algebraic endomotives. In particular,
all the higher algebraic K-theory of finite e´tale k-schemes is available in this new
theory. This lead us naturally to the following questions which are the subject of
future research.
Question: Can the higher algebraic K-theory of finite e´tale k-schemes be used to
construct an interesting enrichment of the Bost-Connes endomotive ?
Question: Which geometric and arithmetic information can be captured by the
new zeta functions ?
Acknowledgments: The authors are very grateful to Michael Artin and Yuri
Manin for motivating questions, to Joseph Ayoub, Dmitry Kaledin and Burt Totaro
for fruitful discussions, to Bernhard Keller for precise comments on a previous draft,
and to Yves Andre´ and Bruno Kahn for useful e-mail exchanges. They are also
grateful to the anonymous referee for his/her comments.
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Conventions: Throughout the article we will reserve the letter k for the base field
and the letter F for the field of coefficients. The pseudo-abelian envelope construc-
tion will be denoted by (−)♮ and all adjunctions will be displayed vertically with
the left (resp. right) adjoint on the left (right) hand-side.
2. Differential graded categories
For a survey article on dg categories consult Keller’s ICM address [16] . Let
C(k) the category of (unbounded) cochain complexes of k-vector spaces. A differ-
ential graded (=dg) category A is a category enriched over C(k). Concretely, the
morphisms sets A(x, y) are complexes of k-vector spaces and the composition law
fulfills the Leibniz rule: d(f ◦ g) = d(f) ◦ g+(−1)deg(f)f ◦ d(g). The category of dg
categories will be denoted by dgcat(k).
Let A be a (fixed) dg category. Its opposite dg categoryAop has the same objects
and complexes of morphisms given by Aop(x, y) := A(y, x). The k-linear category
H0(A) has the same objects asA and morphisms given by H0(A)(x, y) := H0A(x, y),
where H0 denotes 0th cohomology.
Definition 2.1. A dg functor G : A → B is a called a quasi-equivalence if:
(i) we have a quasi-isomorphism A(x, y)
∼
→ B(Gx,Gy) for all objects x and y;
(ii) the associated functor H0(G) : H0(A)→ H0(B) is essentially surjective.
A right dg A-module X (or simply a A-module) is a dg functor X : Aop → Cdg(k)
with values in the dg category of complexes of k-vector spaces. We will denote by
C(A) the category of A-modules. Recall from [16, §3] that C(A) carries a projective
model structure. Moreover, the differential graded structure of Cdg(k) makes C(A)
naturally into a dg category Cdg(A). Let D(A) be the derived category of A, i.e.
the localization of C(A) with respect to the class of quasi-isomorphisms. Its full
triangulated subcategory of compact objects (see [32, Def. 4.2.7]) will be denoted
by Dc(A).
Definition 2.2. A dg functor G : A → B is called a derived Morita equivalence if
the (derived) extension of scalars functor LG! : Dc(A)
∼
→ Dc(B) is an equivalence
of categories; see [16, §4.6].
Notation 2.3. We will denote by Â the full dg subcategory of Cdg(A) consisting of
those cofibrant A-modules which become compact in D(A). Note that H0(Â) ≃
Dc(A). The assignment A 7→ Â is functorial and we have a Yoneda dg functor
h : A → Â, x 7→ A(−, x).
Proposition 2.4. The following assertions are equivalent:
(i) A dg functor G : A → B is a derived Morita equivalence;
(ii) The associated dg functor Ĝ : Â → B̂ is a quasi-equivalence;
(iii) The dg functor G satisfies condition (i) of Definition 2.1 and every object of
H0(B) ⊂ Dc(B) is in the essential image of the functor LG! : Dc(A)→ Dc(B).
Proof. The implication (i)⇒ (iii) follows from the natural isomorphisms HnA(x, y) ≃
HomDc(A)(h(x), h(y)[n]), n ∈ Z. If G satisfies condition (i) of Definition 2.1, then
by construction so it does the dg functor Ĝ. The conditions of item (iii) of Propo-
sition 2.4 imply that the functor LG! is essentially surjective. Since H
0(Ĝ) ≃ LG!,
we conclude then that Ĝ is a quasi-equivalence. This shows the implication (iii)
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⇒ (ii). Finally, note that if G is a quasi-equivalence then H0(G) is an equivalence.
As a consequence, the implication (ii) ⇒ (i) follows from the natural isomorphism
LG! ≃ H0(Ĝ). 
As proved in [37, Thm. 5.3], the category dgcat(k) carries a Quillen model struc-
ture whose weak equivalences are the derived Morita equivalences. The homotopy
category hence obtained will be denoted by Hmo(k). The tensor product of k-
algebras extends naturally to dg categories, giving rise to a symmetric monoidal
structure − ⊗k − on dgcat(k), which descends to the homotopy category. Finally,
recall from [16, §3.8] that a A-B-bimodule X is a dg functor X : A⊗kBop → Cdg(k),
or in other words a (Aop ⊗k B)-module.
2.1. Saturated dg categories. Following Kontsevich [20, 21], a dg category A is
called saturated if the A-A-bimodule
A(−,−) : A⊗k A
op → Cdg(k) (x, y) 7→ A(x, y)
belongs to Dc(Aop ⊗k A) and
∑
i dimH
iA(x, y) < ∞ for all objects x and y. As
proved in [7, Thm. 5.8], the saturated dg categories can be conceptually character-
ized as being precisely the dualizable (or rigid) objects of the symmetric monoidal
category Hmo(k). Moreover, they are always derived Morita equivalent to saturated
dg algebras.
3. Noncommutative motives
In this section we recall the construction of the categories of noncommutative
pure and mixed motives. For further details consult the survey article [40].
3.1. Noncommutative Chow motives. The rigid category NChow(k)F of non-
commutative Chow motives is the pseudo-abelian envelope of the category:
(i) whose objects are the saturated dg categories;
(ii) whose morphisms from A to B are given by the F -linearized Grothendieck
group K0(Aop ⊗k B)F ;
(iii) whose composition law is induced by the (derived) tensor product of bimodules.
The functor U : sdgcat(k) → NChow(k)F mentioned in the introduction sends a
dg functor to the class (in the F -linearized Grothendieck group) of the naturally
associated bimodule. The symmetric monoidal structure on NChow(k)F is induced
by the tensor product of dg categories.
3.2. Noncommutative Voevodsky motives. The rigid category NVoev(k)F of
noncommutative Voevodsky motives was introduced by the authors in [29, §3]. It is
defined as the pseudo-abelian envelope of the quotient category NChow(k)F/⊗nil,
where ⊗nil denotes the classical ⊗-nilpotence ideal.
3.3. Noncommutative homological motives. As proved in [28, Thm. 7.2], pe-
riodic cyclic homology HP gives rise to a well-defined F -linear ⊗-functor
(3.1) HP∗ : NChow(k)F −→ sVect(K)
with values in the category of super K-vector spaces, where K = F when F is a
field extension of k and K = k when k is a field extension of F . The rigid category
NHom(k)F of noncommutative motives was introduced by the authors in [28, §10]
as the pseudo-abelian envelope of the quotient category NChow(k)F /Ker(HP∗).
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3.4. Noncommutative numerical motives. The rigid category NNum(k)F of
noncommutative numerical motives is defined as the pseudo-abelian envelope of the
quotient category NChow(k)F /N , where N is the largest ⊗-ideal of NChow(k)F
(distinct from the entire category). As proved in [27], NNum(k)F is ⊗-equivalent
to the pseudo-abelian envelope of the category:
(i) whose objects are the saturated dg algebras;
(ii) whose morphisms from A and B are given by K0(A
op ⊗k B)F/Ker(χ), where
χ is the F -linearized bilinear form on K0(A
op ⊗k B)F given by
([X ], [Y ]) 7→
∑
n∈Z
(−1)ndimk HomDc(Aop⊗kB)(X,Y [n]) ;(3.2)
(iii) whose composition law is induced by the (derived) tensor product of bimodules.
Remark 3.3. Note that sequence (1.6) follows from the natural ⊗-inclusions ⊗nil ⊆
Ker(HP∗) ⊆ N .
3.5. Noncommutative mixed motives. The rigid triangulated category KMM(k)Q
of noncommutative mixed motives was introduced by Kontsevich in [20]; see also1
[7, §9.2]. It is defined in three steps:
(i) First, consider the category KPM(k) (enriched over spectra) whose objects are
the saturated dg categories, whose morphisms from A to B are given by the
(connective) algebraic K-spectrum K(Aop ⊗k B), and whose composition law
is induced by the (derived) tensor product of bimodules;
(ii) Then, take the formal triangulated envelope of KPM(k). Objects in this new
category are formal finite extensions of formal shifts of objects in KPM(k).
Let KTM(k) be the associated homotopy category;
(iii) Finally, tensor each abelian group of morphisms of KTM(k) with Q and
then pass to the associated pseudo-abelian envelope. The resulting category
KMM(k)Q was named by Kontsevich as the category of noncommutative mixed
motives (with rational coefficients).
4. Proof of Theorem 1.5
Recall from [1, §4.1.3] that an object of Chow(k)F consists of a triple (Z, e, r),
where Z is a smooth projective k-scheme, e is an idempotent element of the F -
algebra of correspondences Z
dim(Z)
rat (Z × Z)F and r ∈ Z. Moreover, we have
(4.1) HomChow(k)F ((Z, e, r), (Z
′, e′, r′)) := e′ ◦ Z
dim(Z)−r+r′
rat (Z × Z
′)F ◦ e .
Lemma 4.2. Let V is a full subcategory of SmProj(k), which is stable under finite
products and disjoint unions. If V is contained in the category of finite e´tale k-
schemes, then we have the following identification
Chow(k)VF = {M(Z) := (Z, idZ , 0) |Z ∈ V}
♮ ⊂ Chow(k)F .
Proof. Recall from [1, §4.1.6] that by definition Chow(k)VF is the smallest subcat-
egory of Chow(k)F which contains the objects M(Z), Z ∈ V , and which is stable
under direct sums, tensor products, direct factors, and duals. Hence, the inclusion
Chow(k)VF ⊇ {M(Z) |Z ∈ V}
♮ clearly holds. In order to prove the inclusion ⊆ it
1In loc. cit we have considered non-connective algebraic K-theory. However, Kontsevich’s
original definition is in terms of connective algebraic K-theory.
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suffices then to show that the category {M(Z) |Z ∈ V} is already stable under di-
rect sums, tensor products, and duals (the pseudo-abelian envelope preserves these
constructions). In what concerns direct sums and tensor products this follows from
the hypothesis that V is stable under finite products and disjoint unions. In what
concerns duals, this follows from the equality idX = id
t
X and from the fact that for
every Z ∈ V we have dim(Z) = 0; see [1, §4.1.4]. 
Let Q(1) ∈ Chow(k)F be the Tate motive. Recall from [38, Thm. 1.1][28,
Prop. 4.4] that the functor (1.4) is given by the following composition
Chow(k)F
π
−→ Chow(k)F/−⊗Q(1)
R
−→ NChow(k)F ,
where Chow(k)F/−⊗Q(1) denotes the orbit category associated to the auto-equivalence
− ⊗Q(1). Both functors are faithful and symmetric monoidal, and R is moreover
full. Hence, in order to prove that the functor (1.4) is a (tensor) equivalence when
V is contained in the category of finite e´tale k-schemes, it suffices by Lemma 4.2 to
show that the functor π becomes full when restricted to the objects M(Z), Z ∈ V .
By (4.1) we have HomChow(k)F (M(Z),M(Z
′)) = Z0rat(Z×Z
′)F . On the other hand,
by definition of the orbit category, we have
HomChow(k)F/−⊗Q(1)(πM(Z), πM(Z
′)) =
⊕
i∈Z
HomChow(k)F (M(Z),M(Z
′)(i)) .
Since by hypothesis the k-schemes Z and Z ′ are zero-dimensional, the F -vector
spaces HomChow(k)F (M(Z),M(Z
′)(i)) = Zirat(Z ×Z
′)F are trivial for i 6= 0 and so
we conclude that (1.4) is in fact a (tensor) equivalence.
Now, let V be a (non-trivial) category which is not contained in the category of
finite e´tale k-schemes. There exists then a smooth projective k-scheme Z of positive
dimension dim(Z) belonging to V . As a consequence, we obtain the isomorphism
HomChow(k)F (M(Z),M(Z)(−dim(Z))) = Z
0
rat(Z × Z)F ≃ F .
This implies that the homomorphism
EndChow(k)F (M(Z))→ EndChow(k)F/−⊗Q(1)(πM(Z))
is not surjective and so we conclude that the functor (1.4) is not a (tensor) equiva-
lence.
5. Proof of Theorem 1.7
By combining [26, Thm. 1.12][28, Prop. 4.4] with the construction of the functor
(1.4), we obtain the following commutative diagram
(5.1) AM(k)F
≃ //
 _

NAM(k)F
 _

Chow(k)F

π // Chow(k)F/−⊗Q(1)

R // NChow(k)F

Num(k)F π
// Num(k)F/−⊗Q(1) RN
// NNum(k)F .
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Since by Lemma 4.2 the category AM(k)F consists only of the direct factors of zero-
dimensional k-schemes, all the different equivalence relations on algebraic cycles are
trivial. As a consequence, the composed functor
AM(k)F →֒ Chow(k)F −→ Num(k)F
is fully-faithful. Hence, an argument analogous to the one used in the proof of
Theorem 1.5 shows us that the functor π : Num(k)F → Num(k)F/−⊗Q(1) becomes
fully-faithful when restricted to AM(k)F . Finally, the commutativity of the above
diagram combined with the fact that RN is fully-faithful, allow us to conclude that
the composed functor (1.6) becomes fully-faithful when restricted to NAM(k)F .
6. Proof of Theorem 1.8
We start with item (i). Recall from §3.3 that since F is a field extension of k we
have a well-defined F -linear ⊗-functor
HP∗ : NNum(k)F −→ sVect(F ) .
Given M1,M2 ∈ NNum(k)F , recall from [28, Prop. 9.7] that the symmetry isomor-
phism constraints of the category NNum†(k)F are given by c
†
M1,M2
:= cM1,M2 ◦
(eM1 ⊗ eM2), where eM is the endomorphism 2 · π
+
M − idM of M with π
+
M the non-
commutative correspondence associated to the Ku¨nneth projector π+M : HP∗(M)։
HP∗
+
(M) →֒ HP∗(M). By combining Lemma 4.2 with the⊗-equivalence AM(k)F ≃
NAM(k)F we obtain then the following identification
(6.1) NAM(k)F = {U(D
dg
perf(Z)) |Z finite e´tale k-scheme}
♮ ⊂ NChow(k)F .
Hence, in order to prove item (i) it suffices to show that for every finite e´tale k-
scheme Z the noncommutative correspondence π+
U(Ddg
perf
(Z))
agrees with idU(Ddg
perf
(Z)).
As explained in the proof of [28, Thm. 1.3], HP∗(U(D
dg
perf (Z))) identifies with
HP∗(D
dg
perf(Z)) and
HP+∗ (D
dg
perf(Z)) ≃
⊕
n even
HndR(Z) HP
−
∗ (D
dg
perf(Z)) ≃
⊕
n odd
HndR(Z) ,
whereHdR(−) denotes de Rham cohomology. Since Z is zero-dimensional,H
n
dR(Z) =
0 for n 6= 0 and so the equality π+
U(Ddg
perf
(Z))
= idU(Ddg
perf
(Z)) holds.
Item (ii) follows from the Tannakian formalism; see [1, §2.3.3]. Let us now
prove item (iii). As explained in [1, §1.3], the classical Galois-Grothendieck cor-
respondence between finite e´tale k-schemes and finite Gal(k/k)-sets admits a F -
linearization making the following diagram commutative
{finite e´tale k-schemes}op
M

≃
Z 7→Z(k) // {finite Gal(k/k)-sets}op
S 7→FS

AM(k)F ≃
// {finite dim. F -linear representations of Gal(k/k)} .
Recall from [1, §1.3.1] that Z = spec(A), with A a finite dimensional e´tale k-algebra.
As explained in [11, Remark 6.18], we have a natural isomorphism H0dR(Z) =
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HdR(Z) ≃ A of k-vector spaces. Since A⊗k k ≃ k
Z(k)
, the k-algebra A is of dimen-
sion Z(k) and so H0dR(Z) also identifies with k
Z(k). Hence, via the ⊗-equivalence
AM(k)F ≃ NAM(k)F , the fiber functor
HP∗ : NAM(k)F −→ Vect(F ) U(D
dg
perf(Z)) 7→ k
Z(k) ⊗k F
corresponds to the fiber functor
AM(k)F −→ Vect(F ) Z 7→ F
Z(k) .(6.2)
The forgetful functor from the category of finite dimensional F -linear representa-
tions of Gal(k/k) to Vect(F ) identifies with (6.2), and so one concludes that the
noncommutative motivic Galois group Gal(NAM(k)F ) ≃ Gal(AM(k)F ) is naturally
isomorphic to the absolute Galois group of k.
7. Base-change
In this section we first develop the base-change mechanism in the world of non-
commutative pure motives (see Theorems 7.1 and 7.2), then prove its compatibility
with the classical base-change mechanism (see Theorem 7.34), and finally apply it
to the study of motivic decompositions and Schur/Kimura finiteness (see §7.4-7.5).
Theorem 7.1. Every field extension k′/k gives rise to F -linear ⊗-functors
−⊗k k
′ : NChow(k)F −→ NChow(k
′)F −⊗k k
′ : NNum(k)F −→ NNum(k
′)F .
Assuming the noncommutative standard conjecture CNC , that k is of characteristic
zero, and that k is a field extension of F or that F is a field extension of k′, we have
moreover a well-defined F -linear ⊗-functor −⊗k k′ : NNum
†(k)F → NNum
†(k′)F .
Theorem 7.2. When the field extension k′/k is finite and separable we have the
following adjunctions
(7.3) NChow(k′)F
(−)k

NNum(k′)F
(−)k

NChow(k)F
−⊗kk
′
OO
NNum(k)F ,
−⊗kk
′
OO
where (−)k denotes the restriction functor.
The remaining of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorems 7.1 and 7.2.
7.1. Proof of Theorem 7.1. The classical functor −⊗kk′ : C(k)→ C(k′) between
complexes of vector spaces is symmetric monoidal and hence gives naturally rise to
a ⊗-functor −⊗k k′ : dgcat(k)→ dgcat(k′).
Proposition 7.4. The functor − ⊗k k′ : dgcat(k) → dgcat(k′) preserves derived
Morita equivalences.
Proof. Let us start by proving that the functor −⊗kk′ preserves quasi-equivalences.
Let G : A → B be a quasi-equivalence in dgcat(k). Since the functor − ⊗k k′ :
C(k)→ C(k′) preserves quasi-isomorphisms the dg functor G⊗kk′ satisfies condition
(i) of Definition 2.1. In what concerns condition (ii) we have a natural (Ku¨nneth)
isomorphism H0(G) ⊗k k′ ≃ H0(G ⊗k k′) of k′-linear functors. Hence, since by
hypothesis H0(G) is essentially surjective we conclude that H0(G ⊗k k
′) is also
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essentially surjective. Now, let G : A → B be a derived Morita equivalence. Note
that we have a commutative diagram
A
h

G // B
h

Â
Ĝ
// B̂ ,
where h stands for the Yoneda dg functor; see Notation 2.3. By Proposition 2.4(ii)
Ĝ is a quasi-equivalence. Since the functor −⊗k k′ : dgcat(k)→ dgcat(k′) preserves
quasi-equivalences we conclude that Ĝ ⊗k k′ is also a quasi-equivalence and hence
a derived Morita equivalence. By the two-out-of-three property of derived Morita
equivalences it suffices then to show that the dg functor h⊗kk′ : A⊗kk′ → Â⊗kk′ is
a derived Morita equivalence for every dg category A. The same argument as above
shows that h ⊗k k
′ satisfies condition (i) of Definition 2.1. By Proposition 2.4(iii)
it remains only to show that every object X ∈ H0(Â ⊗k k
′) ⊂ Dc(Â ⊗k k
′) is in
the essential image of the functor L(h ⊗k k
′)! : Dc(A ⊗k k
′) → Dc(Â ⊗k k
′). The
natural isomorphism H0(Â)⊗k k
′ ≃ H0(Â⊗k k
′) of k′-linear categories allows us to
write X as X⊗k k
′, where X is the corresponding object of H0(Â). Moreover, since
h : A →֒ Â is a derived Morita equivalence, there exists by Proposition 2.4(iii) an
object Y ∈ Dc(A) and an isomorphism Lh!(Y ) ≃ X in Dc(Â). Now, note that we
have the following commutative diagram
Dc(A)
−⊗kk
′

Lh! // Dc(Â) .
−⊗kk
′

Dc(A⊗k k
′)
L(h⊗kk
′)!
// Dc(Â ⊗k k′) .
By taking Y := Y ⊗k k′ we then obtain
L(h⊗k k
′)!(Y ) ≃ Lh!(Y )⊗k k
′ ≃ X ⊗k k
′ ≃ X
and so the proof is finished. 
Given dg categoriesA and B and a A-B-bimoduleX , let us denote by T (A,B;X)
the dg category whose set of objects is the disjoint union of the sets of objects
of A and B and whose morphisms are given by: A(x, y) if x, y ∈ A; B(x, y) if
x, y ∈ B; X(x, y) if x ∈ A and y ∈ B; 0 if x ∈ B and y ∈ A. Composition is
induced by the composition on A and B, and by the A-B-bimodule structure of
X . Note that we have two natural inclusion dg functors ιA : A → T (A,B;X) and
ιB : B → T (A,B;X).
Lemma 7.5. We have a natural identification
T (A,B;X)⊗k k
′ ≃ T (A⊗k k
′,B ⊗k k
′;X ⊗k k
′)
of dg k′-linear categories.
Proof. This follows from the fact the the functor − ⊗k k′ does not alter the set of
objects and from the fact thatX⊗kk
′ is naturally a (A⊗kk
′)-(B⊗kk
′)-bimodule. 
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Now, recall from [40, §4] that a functor E : dgcat→ A, with values in an additive
category, is called an additive invariant if it sends derived Morita equivalences to
isomorphisms, and for every A, B and X (as above) the inclusion dg functors ιA
and ιB give rise to an isomorphism
E(A)⊕ E(B)
∼
−→ E(T (A,B;X)) .
Examples of additive invariants include algebraic K-theory, cyclic homology (and
all its variants), topological Hochschild homology, etc. In [37] the universal addi-
tive invariant was constructed. It can be described as follows: let Hmo0 be the
category whose objects are the dg categories and whose morphisms are given by
HomHmo0(A,B) := K0rep(A,B), where rep(A,B) ⊂ D(A
op ⊗ B) is the full triangu-
lated subcategory of those A-B-bimodules X such that X(−, x) ∈ Dc(B) for every
object x ∈ A. The composition law is induced by the tensor product of bimodules.
We have a natural functor
(7.6) dgcat −→ Hmo0
which is the identity on objects and which maps a dg functor to the class (in the
Grothendieck group) of the naturally associated bimodule. The category Hmo0 is
additive and the functor (7.6) is an additive invariant. Moreover, it is characterized
by the following universal property:
Theorem 7.7 (see [37]). Given an additive category A, the above functor (7.6)
induces an equivalence of categories
Funadd(Hmo0,A)
∼
−→ Funadd inv(dgcat,A) ,
where the left hand-side denotes the category of additive functors and the right
hand-side the category of additive invariants.
By combining Theorem 7.7 with Proposition 7.4 and Lemma 7.5 we obtain then
a well-defined additive functor
(7.8) −⊗kk
′ : Hmo0(k) −→ Hmo0(k
′) ,
which is moreover symmetric monoidal.
Proposition 7.9. The functor (7.8) gives rise to a F -linear ⊗-functor
(7.10) −⊗kk
′ : NChow(k)F −→ NChow(k
′)F .
Proof. Recall from §2.1 that the saturated dg categories are precisely the dualiz-
able (or rigid) objects of the homotopy category Hmo0 of dg categories. Hence,
since the functor − ⊗k k′ : dgcat(k) → dgcat(k′) is symmetric monoidal (and by
Proposition 7.4 preserves derived Morita equivalences) we conclude that it preserves
saturated dg categories. Therefore, if we denote by sHmo0 ⊂ Hmo0 the full subcate-
gory of saturated dg categories, (7.8) restricts to a ⊗-functor −⊗k k′ : sHmo0(k)→
sHmo(k′). Given saturated dg categories A and B, we have a natural equivalence
of triangulated categories rep(A,B) ≃ Dc(Aop⊗B) and hence a group isomorphism
K0rep(A,B) ≃ K0(Aop⊗B). The categories NChow(k)F and NChow(k′)F can then
be obtained from sHmo0(k) and sHmo0(k
′) by first tensoring each abelian group of
morphisms with the field F and then passing to the associated pseudo-abelian en-
velope. As a consequence, the ⊗-functor − ⊗k k′ : sHmo0(k) → sHmo0(k′) gives
rise to the ⊗-functor (7.10). 
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Now, recall from §3.4 the description of the category NNum(k)F of noncommu-
tative numerical motives which uses saturated dg algebras and the bilinear form χ.
Recall also that every saturated dg category is derived Morita equivalent to a sat-
urated dg algebra. The category NNum(k)F can then be obtained from sHmo0(k)
(see the proof of Proposition 7.9) by first quotienting out by the ⊗-ideal Ker(χ),
then tensoring each abelian group of morphisms with the field F , and finally pass-
ing to the associated pseudo-abelian envelope. In order to obtain from (7.10) the
F -linear ⊗-functor − ⊗k k′ : NNum(k)F → NNum(k′)F , it suffices then to show
that the functor − ⊗k k′ : sHmo0(k) → sHmo0(k′) preserves the ⊗-ideal Ker(χ),
i.e. given any two saturated dg k-algebras A and B one needs to show that the
homomorphism
(7.11) HomsHmo0(k)(A,B)
// HomsHmo0(k′)(A⊗k k
′, B ⊗k k′)
K0(A
op ⊗k B) // K0(Aop ⊗k B ⊗k k′)
preserves the kernel of the bilinear form χ. Since K0(A
op⊗kB) is generated by the
elements of shape [X ], with X ∈ Dc(Aop ⊗k B), and similarly K0(Aop ⊗k B ⊗k k′)
is generated by the elements [Y ], with Y ∈ Dc(Aop ⊗k B ⊗k k′), it suffices to prove
the following implication:
(7.12) [X ] ∈ Ker(χ)⇒ χ([X ⊗k k
′], [Y ]) = 0 for all Y ∈ Dc(A
op ⊗k B ⊗k k
′).
The proof of this implication is divided into a finite and an infinite case. Let us
assume first that the field extension k′/k is finite.
Lemma 7.13. Given a saturated dg k-algebra C, we have an adjunction
(7.14) Dc(C ⊗k k′)
R

Dc(C) .
−⊗kk
′
OO
Moreover, the equality χ([X ], [R(Y )]) = [k′ : k] · χ([X ⊗k k′], [Y ]) holds for every
X ∈ Dc(C) and Y ∈ Dc(C ⊗k k′).
Proof. Consider the natural adjunction
(7.15) D(C ⊗k k′)
R

D(C) ,
−⊗kk
′
OO
where R denotes the functor obtained by composing the equivalence D(C ⊗k k
′) ≃
D((C ⊗k k′)k) with the restriction along the canonical map C → (C ⊗k k′)k. The
fact that the functor −⊗k k′ restricts to compact objects is clear. In what concerns
R, this follows from the isomorphism
R(C ⊗k k
′) ≃ C ⊕ · · · ⊕ C︸ ︷︷ ︸
[k′:k]-times
in D(C) and from the fact that the field extension k′/k is finite. The adjunction
(7.14) is then obtained by restricting (7.15) to compact objects. By adjunction we
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have a natural isomorphism of k-vector spaces
HomDc(C)(X,R(Y )[n]) ≃ HomDc(C⊗kk′)(X ⊗k k
′, Y [n])
for every X ∈ Dc(C), Y ∈ Dc(C ⊗k k′) and n ∈ Z. Moreover, the equality holds
dimkHomDc(C⊗kk′)(X ⊗k k
′, Y [n]) = [k′ : k] · dimk′HomDc(C⊗kk′)(X ⊗k k
′, Y [n]) .
By definition of the bilinear form (3.2) we then obtain the searched equality. 
By applying Lemma 7.13 to the saturated dg k-algebra C := Aop ⊗k B, one
obtains then the equality χ([X ], [R(Y )]) = [k′ : k] · χ([X ⊗k k′], [Y ]) for every
X ∈ Dc(Aop ⊗k B) and Y ∈ Dc(Aop ⊗k B ⊗k k′). Hence, since [k′ : k] 6= 0 one
concludes that the above implication (7.12) holds.
Let us now assume that k′/k is an infinite field extension. Note that k′ identifies
with the colimit of the filtrant diagram {ki}i∈I of intermediate field extensions
k′/ki/k which are finite over k. Given a saturated dg k-algebra C one obtains then
(by applying the usual strictification procedure) a filtrant diagram {Dc(C⊗kki)}i∈I
of triangulated categories. Let us denote by colimi∈IDc(C⊗k ki) its colimit and by
ιi : Dc(C ⊗k ki) → colimi∈IDc(C ⊗k ki) the corresponding functors. The functors
−⊗ki k
′ : Dc(C ⊗k ki)→ Dc(C ⊗k k′), i ∈ I, give rise to a well-defined functor
Γ : colimi∈IDc(C ⊗k ki) −→ Dc(C ⊗k k
′) .
Proposition 7.16. The functor Γ is an equivalence. Moreover, given objects X
and Y in Dc(C⊗kk
′), there exists an element j ∈ I and objects Xj , Yj ∈ Dc(C⊗kkj)
such that Xj ⊗kj k
′ ≃ X,Yj ⊗kj k
′ ≃ Y and χ([Xj ], [Yj ]) = χ([X ], [Y ]).
Proof. We start by proving that Γ is fully-faithful. Let O and P be two objects
of colimi∈IDc(C ⊗k ki). By construction, there is an element j ∈ I and objects
Oj , Pj ∈ Dc(C ⊗k kj) such that ιj(Oj) = O and ιj(Pj) = P . Moreover, we have
the following equality
Homcolimi∈IDc(C⊗kki)(O,P ) = colimj↓IHomDc(C⊗kki)(Oj ⊗kj ki, Pj ⊗kj ki) ,
where j ↓ I := {j → i|i ∈ I} denotes the category of objects under j. On the other
hand we have the equality
HomDc(C⊗kk′)(Γ(O),Γ(P )) = HomDc(C⊗kk′)(Oj ⊗kj k
′, Pj ⊗kj k
′) .
Now, note that by adjunction colimj↓IHomDc(C⊗kki)(Oj ⊗kj ki, Pj ⊗kj ki) identifies
with colimj↓IHomDc(C⊗kkj)(Oj , Pj ⊗kj ki). Moreover, since Oj is a compact object
this colimit agrees with HomD(C⊗kkj)(Oj , colimj↓IPj ⊗kj ki). Similarly, we have
HomDc(C⊗kk′)(Γ(O),Γ(P )) ≃ HomD(C⊗kkj)(Oj , Pj ⊗kj k
′) .
Hence, it suffices to show that the induced morphism
γ(Pj) : colimj↓I Pj ⊗kj ki → Pj ⊗kj k
′
is an isomorphism. Observe that we have a natural transformation
γ(−) : colimj↓I −⊗kjki ⇒ −⊗kj k
′
between two triangulated endofunctors of D(C ⊗k kj). Since C ⊗k kj generates
the triangulated category D(C ⊗k kj) and Pj is a compact object it suffices then
to show that γ(C ⊗k kj) is an isomorphism. This is the case since this morphism
identifies with the natural isomorphism colimj↓I C ⊗k ki
∼
→ C ⊗k k
′.
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Let us now prove that Γ is essentially surjective. By construction, every object
of Dc(C ⊗k k′) is obtained from C ⊗k k′ by a finite number of (de)suspensions,
extensions and retracts. Since the functors −⊗ki k
′ : Dc(C⊗kki)→ Dc(C⊗kk′), i ∈
I, are triangulated and Γ is fully-faithful, it suffices then to show that C ⊗k k′ is
in the (essential) image of Γ. This is clearly the case and so the proof that Γ is an
equivalence is finished.
Now, let X and Y be two objects of Dc(C⊗k k′). Since Γ is an equivalence there
exists an element j ∈ I and objects Xj , Yj ∈ Dc(C ⊗k kj) such that Xj ⊗kj k
′ ≃ X
and Yj ⊗kj k
′ ≃ Y . Moreover, we have the following isomorphism
HomDc(C⊗kk′)(X,Y [n]) ≃ colimj↓IHomDc(C⊗kj ki)(Xj ⊗kj ki, (Yj ⊗kj ki)[n])
for every n ∈ Z. Since k′ is the colimit of the diagram {ki}i∈I and
HomDc(C⊗kj ki)(Xj ⊗kj ki, (Yj ⊗kj ki)[n]) ≃ HomDc(C⊗kkj)(Xj , Yj [n])⊗kj ki
for every n ∈ Z, we conclude then that
HomDc(C⊗kk′)(X,Y [n]) ≃ HomDc(C⊗kkj)(Xj , Yj [n])⊗kj k
′ .
As a consequence, the dimension dimk′HomDc(C⊗kk′)(X,Y [n]) agrees with the di-
mension dimkjHomDc(C⊗kkj)(Xj , Yj [n]) and so by definition of the bilinear form
(3.2) we obtain the equality χ([X ], [Y ]) = χ([Xj ], [Yj ]). 
By combining Proposition 7.16 (applied to C = Aop ⊗k B) with Lemma 7.13
(applied to k′ = kj and C = A
op ⊗k B) we obtain the following equalities
χ([X ], [R(Yj)]) = [kj : k] · χ([X ⊗k kj ], [Yj ]) = [kj : k] · χ([X ⊗k k
′], [Y ]) .
Since [kj : k] 6= 0 one concludes then that the above implication (7.12) holds and
so we obtain the F -linear ⊗-functor −⊗k k′ : NNum(k)F → NNum(k′)F .
Now, recall from §3.3 that periodic cyclic homology HP gives rise to a well-
defined F -linear ⊗-functor HP∗ : NChow(k)F → sVect(K).
Proposition 7.17. The following diagrams commute (up to natural isomorphism)
(7.18) NChow(k)F
HP∗

−⊗kk
′
// NChow(k′)F
HP∗

NChow(k)F
HP∗ ''PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
−⊗kk
′
// NChow(k′)F
HP∗

sVect(k)
−⊗kk
′
// sVect(k′) sVect(F ) .
The left hand-side diagram concerns the case where k is a field extension of F and
the right hand-side diagram the case where F is a field extension of k′.
Proof. Given a dg category A, we have a natural isomorphism CC(A) ⊗k k′ ≃
CC(A⊗k k′) of k′-linear cyclic bicomplexes; see [22, §2.1.2]. As a consequence, one
obtains natural isomorphisms
HCn(A)⊗k k
′ ∼−→ HCn(A⊗k k
′) n ∈ Z ,
where HCn denotes the n
th cyclic homology group. These isomorphisms are com-
patible with Connes’ periodicity operator S (see [22, §2.2]) and hence give rise to
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a well-defined commutative diagram
· · ·
S⊗kk
′
// HCn+2r(A)⊗k k′
≃

S⊗kk
′
// HCn+2r−2(A) ⊗k k′
≃

S⊗kk
′
// · · ·
S⊗kk
′
// // HCn(A)⊗k k′
≃

· · ·
S
// HCn+2r(A⊗k k′)
S
// HCn+2r−2(A⊗k k′)
S
//// · · ·
S
// HCn(A⊗k k′) .
By passing to the limit we obtain then induced isomorphisms
(7.19) lim
r
(HCn+2r(A)⊗k k
′)
∼
−→ lim
r
HCn+2r(A⊗k k
′) n ∈ Z .
When A is saturated, the periodicity operator S becomes an isomorphism for |r| ≫
0 and the nth periodic cyclic homology groupHPn(A) identifies with limrHCn+2r(A);
see the proof of [28, Prop. 7.9]. As a consequence, (7.19) corresponds to an isomor-
phism HPn(A)⊗k k
′ ∼→ HPn(A⊗k k
′). This allows us to conclude that the diagram
on the left hand-side of (7.18) is commutative. The commutativity of the diagram
on the right hand-side is proved similarly: simply use moreover the commutative
diagram
sVect(k)
−⊗kF &&▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
−⊗kk
′
// sVect(k′)
−⊗k′F

sVect(F ) .

Assuming the noncommutative standard conjecture CNC , that k (and hence
k′) is of characteristic zero, and that k is a field extension of F or that F is a
field extension of k′, recall from the proof of Theorem 1.8 the construction of the
symmetric monoidal categories NNum†(k)F and NNum
†(k′)F . They are obtained
by applying the general [28, Prop. 9.7] to the F -linear ⊗-functors
HP∗ : NChow(k)F −→ sVect(F ) NChow(k)F → NNum(k)F
HP∗ : NChow(k
′)F −→ sVect(F ) NChow(k
′)F → NNum(k
′)F .
Thanks to Proposition 7.17, the functor − ⊗k k′ : NChow(k)F → NChow(k′)F
preserves these new symmetry isomorphism constraints and hence gives rise to
a well-defined F -linear ⊗-functor − ⊗k k′ : NNum
†(k)F → NNum
†(k′)F . This
concludes the proof of Theorem 7.1.
7.2. Proof of Theorem 7.2. The field extension k′/k gives rise to an adjunction
(7.20) dgcat(k′)
(−)k

dgcat(k) .
−⊗kk
′
OO
Lemma 7.21. The functor (−)k : dgcat(k′) → dgcat(k) preserves derived Morita
equivalences and we have a natural identification T (A,B;X)k ≃ T (Ak,Bk;Xk) of
dg k-categories for all dg k′-categories A and B and A-B-bimodules X.
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Proof. The first claim follows from the fact that for every A ∈ dgcat(k′) we have
a natural equivalence D(A) ≃ D(Ak) of k-categories. The second claim follows
from the fact that the functor (−)k does not alter the set of objects and that Xk is
naturally a Ak-Bk-bimodule. 
Lemma 7.21 combined with the universal property of (7.6) (see Theorem 7.7)
furnish us a well-defined additive functor (−)k : Hmo0(k′) → Hmo0(k), which is
moreover symmetric monoidal. Let A ∈ Hmo0(k) and B ∈ Hmo0(k′). The natural
equivalence of categories D((A ⊗k k′)op ⊗k′ B) ≃ D(Aop ⊗k Bk) restricts to an
equivalence rep(A⊗k k′,B) ≃ rep(A,Bk) and hence gives rise to an isomorphism
HomHmo0(k′)(A⊗kk
′,B) = K0rep(A⊗kk
′,B) ≃ K0rep(A,Bk) = HomHmo0(k)(A,Bk) .
As a consequence, one obtains the following adjunction
(7.22) Hmo0(k
′)
(−)k

Hmo0(k) .
−⊗kk
′
OO
Lemma 7.23. Given dg k′-algebras A and B, we have a direct sum decomposition
(7.24) Aopk ⊗k Bk ≃ (A
op ⊗k′ B)k ⊕D
of dg k-algebras.
Proof. One of the many equivalent characterizations of a finite separable field ex-
tension k′/k asserts that k′ is projective as a k′⊗k k′-module; see [49, Thm. 9.2.11].
Hence, the multiplication map k′ ⊗k k
′ → k′ admits a section s and so we obtain a
central idempotent element e := s(1) of k′⊗k k′. Given dg k′-algebras A and B we
have a canonical surjective map
(7.25) Aopk ⊗k Bk ։ (A
op ⊗k′ B)k .
The dg k-algebra Aopk ⊗k Bk is naturally a dg (k
′ ⊗k k′)-algebra and so is endowed
with a central idempotent e˜ := 1 · e. This allows us to define a section to (7.25)
by the rule b1 ⊗ b2 7→ (b1 ⊗ b2) · e˜, and hence obtain the direct sum decomposition
(7.24). 
Proposition 7.26. The functor (−)k : dgcat(k′) → dgcat(k) preserves saturated
dg categories.
Proof. Since by Lemma 7.21 the functor (−)k preserves derived Morita equiva-
lences, it suffices to consider saturated dg algebras; see §2.1. Let A be a saturated
dg k′-algebra. On one hand, since by hypothesis the field extension k′/k is finite,
the sum
∑
i dimkH
i(Ak) = [k
′ : k] ·
∑
i dimk′ H
i(A) remains finite. On the other
hand, we have a well-defined triangulated functor
(7.27) Dc(A
op ⊗k′ A) ≃ Dc((A
op ⊗k′ A)k) −→ D(A
op
k ⊗k Ak)
given by restriction along the canonical map Aopk ⊗k Ak ։ (A
op ⊗k′ A)k. By
Lemma 7.23 (applied to B = A), (Aop ⊗k A)k is a direct factor of Aop ⊗k Ak and
hence a compact object. As a consequence, the above functor (7.27) take values
in the subcategory Dc(A
op
k ⊗k Ak) of compact objects. Moreover, it sends the
A-A-bimodule A to the Ak-Ak-bimodule Ak. Since by hypothesis A belongs to
Dc(Aop ⊗k′ A) we then conclude that Ak belongs to Dc(A
op
k ⊗k Ak). This shows
that Ak is a saturated dg k-algebra and so the proof is finished. 
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Proposition 7.26 (and Proposition 7.9) implies that the above adjunction (7.22)
restricts to saturated dg categories. By combining this fact with the description of
the category of noncommutative Chow motives given in the proof of Proposition 7.9,
one obtains then the adjunction
(7.28) NChow(k′)F
(−)k

NChow(k)F .
−⊗kk
′
OO
Now, in order to obtain the adjunction on the right hand-side of (7.3) it suffices then
to show that both functors of (7.28) descend to the category of noncommutative
numerical motives. The case of the functor − ⊗k k′ is contained in Theorem 7.1.
In what concerns (−)k we have the following result:
Proposition 7.29. We have a well-defined functor (−)k : NNum(k′)F → NNum(k)F .
Proof. By combining Lemma 7.21 with Proposition 7.26 we obtain a well-defined
functor (−)k : sHmo0(k′) → sHmo0(k). Hence, as explained in the proof of Theo-
rem 7.1, it suffices to show that it preserves the ⊗-ideal Ker(χ), i.e. given any two
saturated dg k′-algebras A and B one needs to prove that the homomorphism
HomsHmo0(k′)(A,B) = K0(A
op ⊗k′ B)→ K0(A
op
k ⊗k Bk) = HomsHmo0(k)(Ak, Bk)
preserves the kernel of the bilinear form χ. Since K0(A
op ⊗k′ B) is generated by
the elements of shape [X ], with X ∈ Dc(Aop ⊗k′ B), and similarly K0(A
op
k ⊗k Bk)
is generated by the elements [Y ], with Y ∈ Dc(A
op
k ⊗k Bk), it suffices to prove the
following implication:
(7.30) [X ] ∈ Ker(χ)⇒ χ([Y ], [Xk]) = 0 for all Y ∈ Dc(A
op
k ⊗k Bk).
We have a natural adjunction
(7.31) Dc(Aop ⊗k′ B)
(−)k

Dc(A
op
k ⊗k Bk) ,
L
OO
where L denotes the extension along the canonical map Aopk ⊗k Bk ։ (A
op⊗k′ B)k
followed by the natural equivalenceDc((Aop⊗k′B)k) ≃ Dc(Aop⊗k′B). An argument
similar to the one used in the proof of Lemma 7.13 shows us that χ([L(Y )], [X ]) =
[k′ : k] · χ([Y ], [Xk]). Since [k′ : k] 6= 0, one concludes then that the above implica-
tion (7.30) holds and so the proof is finished. 
7.3. Compatibility. Given a field extension k′/k, recall from [1, §4.2.3] the con-
struction of the F -linear ⊗-functors
Chow(k)F −→ Chow(k
′)F Z 7→ Zk′(7.32)
Num(k)F −→ Num(k
′)F Z 7→ Zk′(7.33)
between the categories of Chow and numerical motives. The compatibility of these
base-change functors with those of Theorem 7.1 is the following:
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Theorem 7.34. When the field extension k′/k is finite we have the following com-
mutative diagrams
Chow(k′)F
Φ:=R◦π // NChow(k′)F Num(k′)F
ΦN :=RN ◦π // NNum(k′)F
Chow(k)F
Φ:=R◦π
//
(7.32)
OO
NChow(k)F
−⊗kk
′
OO
Num(k)F
(7.33)
OO
ΦN :=RN ◦π
// NNum(k)F ,
−⊗kk
′
OO
where π, R, and RN are as in (5.1). Assuming the standard sign conjecture C
+ (see
[1, §5.1.3]) as well as its noncommutative analogue CNC , that k is of characteristic
zero, and that k is a field extension of F or that F is a field extension of k′, we
have moreover the following commutative diagram
(7.35) Num†(k′)F
ΦN // NNum†(k′)F
Num†(k)F
(7.33)
OO
ΦN
// NNum†(k)F .
−⊗kk
′
OO
Proof. Let us start with the case of (noncommutative) Chow motives. Since the
above functor (7.32) maps the Tate motive Q(1) to itself, it descends to the orbit
categories. Consequently, it suffices to show that the square
(7.36) Chow(k′)F /−⊗Q(1)
R // NChow(k′)F
Chow(k)F /−⊗Q(1)
(7.32)
OO
R
// NChow(k)F
−⊗kk
′
OO
commutes. Recall from [38, §8] the explicit construction of the fully faithful F -
linear ⊗-functor R. Since Ddgperf(Z) ⊗k k
′ ≃ Ddgperf(Zk′) for any smooth projective
k-scheme Z (see [43, Prop. 6.2]), one observes from loc. cit. that the commutativity
of (7.36) follows from Lemma 7.40 below.
In what concerns (noncommutative) numerical motives, consider the diagram:
(7.37) Chow(k′)F
Φ //

NChow(k′)F

Num(k′)F
ΦN // NNum(k′)F
Num(k)F
ΦN
//
(7.33)
OO
NNum(k)F
−⊗kk
′
OO
Chow(k)F
OO
Φ
//
(7.32)
99
NChow(k)F .
OO
−⊗kk
′
ee
All the six squares, except the middle one, are commutative. The four smallest
ones are commutative by construction and the commutativity of the largest one
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was proved above. Recall that by construction the functor Chow(k)F → Num(k)F
is full and that its image is dense, i.e. every object of Num(k)F is a direct factor of
an object in the image. As a consequence, one concludes that the middle square in
(7.37) is also commutative.
Let us show that (7.35) is commutative. Recall from [28, §11] the construction
of the symmetric monoidal categories Num†(k)F and Num
†(k′)F . Similarly to
NNum†(k)F and NNum
†(k′)F (see the proof of Proposition 7.17), they are obtained
by applying the general [28, Prop. 9.7] to the F -linear ⊗-functors
Chow(k)F
Φ
→ NChow(k)F
HP∗→ sVect(F ) Chow(k)F → Num(k)F(7.38)
Chow(k′)F
Φ
→ NChow(k′)F
HP∗→ sVect(F ) Chow(k′)F → Num(k
′)F .(7.39)
Recall from the proof of [28, Thm. 1.3] that the left-hand-sides of (7.38)-(7.39)
identify with the 2-perioditization of de Rham cohomology
Z 7→ (
⊕
n even
HndR(Z),
⊕
n odd
HndR(Z)) .
The proof of our claim follows now from the combination of Theorem 7.1 with the
commutativity of the other two squares of Theorem 7.34. 
Lemma 7.40. Let Z and Z ′ be two smooth projective k-schemes. When the field
extension k′/k is finite the following square commutes
(7.41) K0(Zk′ × Z ′k′)F
ch(−)·π∗
Z′
k′
(td(Z′
k′ ))
// Z∗rat(Zk′ × Z
′
k′)F
K0(Z × Z ′)F
ch(−)·π∗
Z′(td(Z
′))
//
OO
Z∗rat(Z × Z
′)F ,
OO
where ch denotes the Chern character and td the Todd class.
Proof. Recall first that we have a well-defined morphism ι× ι′ : Zk′ ×Z ′k′ → Z×Z
′
of smooth projective k-schemes. Since the functors K0(−)F and Z∗rat(−)F are
independent of the base field the vertical homomorphisms of (7.41) are given by
K0(Z × Z
′)F
(ι×ι′)∗
−→ K0(Zk′ × Z
′
k′)F Z
∗
rat(Z × Z
′)F
(ι×ι′)∗
−→ Z∗rat(Zk′ × Z
′
k′)F .
Therefore, if one ignores the Todd class the above square (7.41) commutes since
ch(−) is a natural transformation of functors between K0(−)F and Z∗rat(−)F . In
what concerns the Todd class, recall from [12, Example 18.3.9] that since by hypoth-
esis the field extension k′/k is finite we have (ι′)∗(td(Z ′)) = td(Z ′k′). Consequently,
the following equality holds
(ι× ι′)∗(π∗Z′ (td(Z
′))) = π∗Zk′ ((ι
′)∗(td(Z ′))) = π∗Zk′ (td(Z
′
k′)) .
By combining it with the above arguments we conclude that (7.41) commutes. This
achieves the proof. 
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7.4. Motivic decompositions. Let L ∈ Chow(k)F be the Lefschetz motive (=
the ⊗-inverse of the Tate motive Q(1)) and 1 := U(k) the ⊗-unit of NChow(k)F .
Consider the following natural notions:
(i) A Chow motive in Chow(k)F is called of Lefschetz type if it is isomorphic to
L⊗l1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ L⊗lm for some choice of non-negative integers l1, . . . , lm.
(ii) A noncommutative Chow motive in NChow(k)F is called of unit type if it is
isomorphic to ⊕mi=11 for a certain non-negative integer m.
Intuitively speaking, (i)-(ii) are the simplest kinds of (noncommutative) Chow mo-
tives. As explained in [30, §2], the Chow motives of projective spaces, quadrics,
rational surfaces, complex Fano threefolds with vanishing odd cohomology and cer-
tain classes of homogeneous spaces and moduli spaces, are of Lefschetz type. On
the other hand, as proved in [30, §4], whenever the derived category Dperf(Z) of
perfect complexes of OZ-complexes of a smooth projective k-scheme Z admits a full
exceptional collection (see [15, §1.4]) the associated noncommutative Chow motive
U(Ddgperf(Z)) is of unit type. An important (and difficult) question in the world of
Chow motives is the following:
Question: Given a Chow motive M ∈ Chow(k)F , is there a field extension k′/k
under which Mk′ becomes of Lefschetz type ?
Our work above provides new tools to address this question. As proved in [30,
Thms. 1.3 and 1.7], a Chow motive M ∈ Chow(k)F is of Lefschetz type if and
only if the associated noncommutative Chow motive Φ(M) ∈ NChow(k)F is of unit
type. By combining this equivalence with the above Theorem 7.34 we obtain the
following result:
Corollary 7.42. Let k′/k be an arbitrary field extension and M ∈ Chow(k)F
a Chow motive. Then, Mk′ ∈ Chow(k′)F is of Lefschetz type if and only if the
noncommutative Chow motive Φ(M)⊗k k′ is of unit type.
Proof. If the field extension k′/k is finite the proof is clear. On the other hand if
k′/k is not finite let us denote by {ki}i∈I the filtered diagram of intermediate field
extensions k′/ki/k that are finite over k. An argument similar to the one used in
the proof of Proposition 8.15 furnish us equivalences of categories
colimiChow(ki)F ≃ Chow(k
′)F colimiNChow(ki)F ≃ NChow(k
′)F .
Consequently, the isomorphismsMk′ ≃ L⊗l1⊕· · ·⊕L⊗lm and Φ(M)⊗k k′ ≃ ⊕mi=11
always occur at a field extension ki/k which is finite over k. This achieves the
proof. 
Intuitively speaking, Corollary 7.42 show us that in order to test if the Chow
motive Mk′ is of Lefschetz type we can (alternatively) use the noncommutative
world. Note that in the particular case where M = M(Z), with Z a smooth
projective k-scheme, the equivalence of Corollary 7.42 reduces to
(7.43) M(Zk′) Lefschetz type⇔ U(D
dg
perf(Z)⊗k k
′) unit type .
Hence, instead of testing M(Zk′) one can test instead the noncommutative Chow
motive U(Ddgperf(Z) ⊗k k
′). For example, when Z is a Severi-Brauer variety of di-
mension n we have a semi-orthogonal decomposition2
Ddgperf(Z) = 〈D
dg
perf(k),D
dg
perf(A), . . . ,D
dg
perf(A
⊗n)〉 ,
2A generalization of the notion of full exceptional collection; see [15, §1.4].
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where A is the (noncommutative) Azumaya algebra associated to Z; see [3] for in-
stance. As proved in [30, §5], semi-orthogonal decompositions become direct sums in
NChow(k)F . Moreover, A⊗k k ≃ k. Hence, one concludes that U(D
dg
perf(Z)⊗k k) ≃
⊕n+1i=1 1 and consequently, using the above equivalence (7.43), that M(Zk) is of Lef-
schtez type. Since Z is a Severi-Brauer variety we know a priori that Zk ≃ P
n+1
k
and hence that M(Zk) is of Lefschetz type. However, we believe this strategy can
be generalized to other examples because the existence of semi-orthogonal decom-
positions is quite frequent; see [5, 15, 33] for instance.
Now, recall from the proof of Theorem 7.1 the notion of additive invariant.
Thanks to the work of Blumberg-Mandell, Keller, Schlichting, Thomason-Trobaugh,
Waldhausen, Weibel, and others (see [4, 17, 18, 35, 41, 42, 44, 48, 52]), algebraic K-
theory, Hochschild homology, cyclic homology, periodic cyclic homology, negative
cyclic homology, topological Hochschild homology, and topological cyclic homology,
are all examples of additive invariants. As proved in loc. cit., when applied to
Ddgperf(Z) these invariants reduce to the (classical) invariants of Z. Given an additive
invariant E let us then write E(Z) instead of E(Ddgperf(Z)).
Corollary 7.44. Let Z be a smooth projective k-scheme such that M(Zk′) is of
Lefschetz type. Then, E(Zk′) ≃ ⊕mi=1E(k
′) for every additive invariant E.
Proof. This follows from the combination of Corollary 7.42 with the fact that ev-
ery additive invariant E descends to Hmo0(k
′)F and hence to NChow(k
′)F ; see
Theorem 7.7. 
Corollary 7.44 can be used in order to prove negative results. For instance,
whenever one finds an additive invariant E such that E(Zk′) 6= ⊕mi=1E(k
′) one
concludes that M(Zk′) cannot be of Lefschetz type. Due to the numerous additive
invariants in the literature we believe that Corollary 7.44 is a pratical new tool to
establish such negative results.
7.5. Schur/Kimura finiteness. Let C be a Q-linear, idempotent complete, sym-
metric monoidal category. Given a partition λ of a natural number n, we can
consider the associated Schur functor Sλ : C → C which sends an object c to the di-
rect summand of c⊗n determined by λ; see Deligne’s foundational work [10]. We say
that c is Schur-finite if it is annihilated by some Schur functor. When λ = (n), resp.
λ = (1, . . . , 1), the associated Schur functor Symn := S(n), resp. Alt
n := S(1,...,1),
should be considered as the analogue of the usual nth-symmetric, resp. nth-wedge,
product of Q-vector spaces. We say that c is evenly, resp. oddly, finite dimensional
if Altn(c), resp. Symn(c), vanishes for some n. Finally, c is Kimura-finite if it
admits a direct sum decomposition c ≃ c+⊕ c− into an evenly c+ and an oddly c−
finite dimensional object. Note that Kimura-finiteness implies Schur-finiteness.
The categories Chow(k)F and NChow(k)F are by construction Q-linear, idem-
potent complete, and symmetric monoidal. Hence, the above notions apply. In
the commutative world these finiteness notions were extensively studied by Andre´-
Kahn, Guletskii, Guletskii-Pedrini, Kimura, Mazza, and others; see [1, 2, 13, 14,
19, 31]. For instance, Guletskii and Pedrini proved that given a smooth projective
surface S (over a field of characteristic zero) with pg(S) = 0, the Chow motive
M(S) is Kimura-finite if and only if Bloch’s conjecture on the Albanese kernel for
S holds. Similarly to §7.4, we have the following important question:
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Question: Given a Chow motive M ∈ Chow(k)F , is there a field extension k′/k
under which Mk′ is Schur/Kimura-finite ?
Our above work also provides new tools to attack this question. As proved in [38,
Thm. 2.1], a ChowmotiveM ∈ Chow(k)F is Schur-finite if and only if the associated
noncommutative Chow motive Φ(N) ∈ NChow(k)F is Schur-finite. Moreover, if M
is Kimura-finite then Φ(M) is also Kimura-finite. Thanks to Theorem 7.34 we then
obtain the following result:
Corollary 7.45. Let k′/k be an arbitrary field extension and M ∈ Chow(k)F a
Chow motive. Then, the following holds:
(i) The Chow motive Mk′ ∈ Chow(k′)F is Schur-finite if and only if the noncom-
mutative Chow motive Φ(M)⊗k k′ is Schur-finite.
(ii) If Mk′ is Kimura-finite, then Φ(M)⊗k k
′ is also Kimura-finite.
Proof. The proof is similar to the one of Corollary 7.42. 
We believe that Corollary 7.45, combined with a strategy similar to the one of
§7.4, can be used in the search of new Schur-finite Chow motives.
Corollary 7.46. Let Z be a smooth projective k-scheme such that M(Zk′) is
Schur/Kimura-finite. Then, E(Zk′) is also Schur/Kimura-finite for every sym-
metric monoidal additive invariant E.
Proof. This is simply the combination of Corollary 7.45 with the following two
facts: (i) every symmetric monoidal additive invariant E descends to a symmetric
monoidal additive Q-linear functor defined on NChow(k)F ; (ii) every symmetric
monoidal additive Q-linear functor preserves Schur/Kimura-finiteness. 
Examples of symmetric monoidal additive invariants include, among others,
topological Hochschild homology, topological cyclic homology, and Kassel’s mixed
complex construction3 (see [16, §5.3]). These invariants take values respectively in
the category of rational spectra, rational pro-spectra, and in the derived category
of mixed complexes.
Remark 7.47. It was conjectured by Kimura [19] that every Chow motive is Kimura-
finite (and hence Schur-finite). Using Corollary 7.45, this implies that every additive
invariant take values in Kimura finite objects.
8. Proof of Theorem 1.9
We need to prove that P is surjective, that the composition P ◦ I is trivial, that
Ker(P ) ⊆ Im(I), and that I is injective.
Surjectivity of P . This follows from items (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 1.8.
Triviality of the composition P ◦I. Let ϕ be an element of the noncommutative
motivic Galois group Gal(NNum†(k)F ), i.e. a ⊗-automorphism of the fiber functor
HP∗ : NNum
†(k)F → Vect(F ). One needs to show that for every noncommutative
Artin motive L ∈ NAM(k)F the equality ϕL⊗kk = idHP∗(L⊗kk) holds. Thanks to
the description (6.1) of the category NAM(k)F (and Theorems 1.7-1.8) it suffices to
consider the noncommutative Artin motives of the form U(Ddgperf(Z)), with Z a finite
e´tale k-scheme. Recall from [1, §1.3.1] that Z = spec(A), with A a finite dimensional
3From which all variants of cyclic homology can be recovered.
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e´tale k-algebra. As a consequence, the dg category Ddgperf(Z) is naturally derived
Morita equivalence to Ddgperf(A) and hence to A. The noncommutative Artin motive
U(Ddgperf(Z)) identifies then with A (considered as a dg k-algebra concentrated in
degree zero). Since A is e´tale, we have an isomorphism A ⊗k k ≃ k
dim(A)
of k-
algebras, where dim(A) denote the dimension of A. Hence, the image of A under
the composed functor AM(k)F ⊂ NNum
†(k)F
−⊗kk−→ NNum†(k)F identifies with
the direct sum of dim(A) copies of the tensor unit k. This implies that ϕA⊗kk =
idHP∗(A⊗kk) and so we conclude that the composition P ◦ I is trivial.
Injectivity of I. We start with some general technical results. A subcategory
Ddens of an idempotent complete category D will be called dense if the pseudo-
abelian envelope (Ddens)♮ agrees with D.
Proposition 8.1. Given a field K, let C and D be two K-linear abelian idempotent
complete rigid symmetric monoidal categories, H : C → D an exact K-linear ⊗-
functor, and ω : D → Vect(K) a fiber functor. Assume that D is semi-simple and
that for every object Y of a (fixed) dense subcategory Ddens of D there exists an
object X ∈ C and a surjective morphism f : H(X)։ Y . Then, the induced group
homomorphism
Gal(D) := Aut⊗(ω) −→ Aut⊗(ω ◦H) =: Gal(C) ϕ 7→ ϕ ◦H(8.2)
is injective.
Proof. Let ϕ ∈ Gal(D) be an element in the kernel of (8.2), i.e. ϕH(X) = idω(H(X))
for any X ∈ C. We need to show that ϕY = idω(Y ) for every object Y of D. It
suffices to show this claim for the objects of Ddens ⊂ D since every object in D is
a direct factor of an object in Ddens. Given an object Y ∈ Ddens, there exists by
hypothesis an object X ∈ C and a surjective morphism f : H(X)։ Y . Since D is
abelian semi-simple, f admits by Lemma 8.3 a section s : Y → H(X) and so one
can consider the following commutative diagram
ω(Y )
ϕY

ω(s) // ω(H(X))
ω(f) // ω(Y )
ϕY

ω(Y )
ω(s)
// ω(H(X))
ω(f)
// ω(Y ) ,
with ω(f) ◦ ω(s) = idω(Y ). As a consequence, ϕY = idω(Y ) and so the proof is
finished. 
Lemma 8.3. Any surjective morphism f : X ։ Y in an abelian semi-simple
K-linear category D admits a section.
Proof. Since by hypothesis D is abelian semi-simple, every object admits a unique
finite direct sum decomposition into simple objects. Hence, f corresponds to a
surjective morphism S1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Sn ։ S1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Sm between direct sums of simple
objects. Since HomD(Si, Sj) = δij ·K, we conclude then that f admits a section. 
In order to prove that I is injective we will make use of the general Proposi-
tion 8.1 (applied to K = F and H = − ⊗k k : NNum
†(k)F → NNum
†(k)F ). By
construction, the saturated dg k-algebras form a dense subcategory of NNum†(k)F ;
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see §3.4. Hence, it suffices to show that for every saturated dg k-algebra B there
exists a saturated dg k-algebra A and a surjective morphism f : A ⊗k k ։ B in
NNum†(k)F . The proof of this fact is now divided into a finite and an infinite
case. Let us assume first that the field extension k/k is finite. Note that since k is
algebraically closed and by hypothesis k is of characteristic zero, the field extension
k/k is separable.
Proposition 8.4. The adjunction of Theorem 7.2 (with k′ = k)
(8.5) NNum(k)F
(−)k

NNum(k)F
−⊗kk
OO
is monadic (see [24, §VI]). Moreover, we have a natural isomorphism of functors
−⊗k kk ≃ (−⊗k k)k, where kk denotes the k-algebra k.
Proof. Recall that since by hypothesis k, k, and F have the same characteristic
the categories NNum(k)F and NNum(k)F are not only abelian but moreover semi-
simple. As a consequence the additive functor (−)k is in fact exact, i.e. it preserves
all kernels and cokernels. We now show that it is moreover conservative, i.e. that
it reflects all isomorphisms. These two properties imply in particular that (−)k
reflects all cokernels and so Beck’s monadic conditions (see [24, page 151]) are
satisfied. Let M ∈ NNum(k)F be a noncommutative numerical motive. Since (−)k
is exact, in order to prove that it is moreover conservative, it suffices to show that
M ≃ 0 whenever Mk ≃ 0. Let us assume first that M is a saturated dg k-algebra
B. If by hypothesis the F -vector spaces
(8.6) HomNNum(k)F (Ak, Bk) = K0(A
op
k ⊗k Bk)F /Ker(χAk,Bk)
are trivial for every saturated dg k-algebra A, one needs to show that the F -vector
spaces
(8.7) HomNNum(k)F (A,B) = K0(A
op ⊗k B)F /Ker(χA,B)
are also trivial. Lemma 7.23 (with k′ = k) furnish us a direct sum decomposition
Aopk ⊗k Bk ≃ (A
op ⊗k B)k ⊕D. As a consequence, (8.6) identifies with(
K0(A
op ⊗k B)F ⊕K0(D)F
)
/Ker(χA,B + χD) ,
where χA,B + χD denotes the sum of the two bilinear forms. Moreover, the homo-
morphism from (8.7) to (8.6) induced by (−)k corresponds to the inclusion. Hence,
since by hypothesis the F -vector spaces (8.6) are trivial one concludes that (8.7) is
also trivial. Let us now assume that M is of the form (B, e), with B a saturated
dg k-algebra and e an idempotent of the F -algebra K0(B
op ⊗k B)F /Ker(χ). If by
hypothesis (B, e)k ≃ 0, then ek = 0 in the F -algebra K0(B
op
k ⊗k Bk)F /Ker(χ). As
proved above the homomorphism
K0(B
op ⊗k B)F /Ker(χ) −→ K0(B
op
k ⊗k Bk)F /Ker(χ)
is injective and so one concludes that e, and hence (B, e), is also trivial.
In what concerns the isomorphism of functors, note that we have a natural
transformation Id⊗ǫk : −⊗k kk ⊗k k ⇒ −⊗k k, where ǫ denotes the counit of the
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adjunction. Via the above adjunction (8.5) it corresponds to a natural transforma-
tion − ⊗k kk ⇒ (− ⊗k k)k. This latter one is an isomorphism since the functors
− ⊗k k and (−)k do not alter the set of objects and the same isomorphism holds
for complexes of vector spaces. 
Returning to the proof of the injectivity of I, take for A the saturated dg k-
algebra Bk and for f the counit ǫB : Bk ⊗k k → B of the above adjunction (8.5).
This adjunction is monadic and so ǫB is in fact surjective. Note that the categories
NNum(k)F and NNum
†(k)F are the same (except in what concerns the symmetry
isomorphism constraints) and so f is also surjective in NNum†(k)F .
Let us now assume that the field extension k/k is infinite. Consider the filtrant
diagram {ki}i∈I of intermediate field extensions k/ki/k which are finite over k.
Since k identifies with colimi∈Iki there exists by [45, Thm. 1.1] a finite field exten-
sion k0/k and a saturated dg k0-algebra B0 such that B0 ⊗k0 k ≃ B. Moreover,
since by hypothesis k is of characteristic zero the field extensions k/k0 and k/k are
separable and so one concludes that k0/k is also a separable field extension. Hence,
using the same argument as above (with k replaced by k0), one obtains a surjective
morphism f : (B0)k⊗kk0 ։ B0 in NNum
†(k0)F . Since the category NNum
†(k0)F is
abelian semi-simple, Lemma 8.3 implies that f admits a section. As a consequence,
the image of f under the base-change functor −⊗k0k : NNum
†(k0)F → NNum
†(k)F
admits also a section and hence is surjective. In sum, we have a surjective mor-
phism (B0)k ⊗k k ։ B0⊗k0 k ≃ B in NNum
†(k)F . This concludes the proof of the
injectivity of I.
Inclusion Ker(P ) ⊆ Im(I). Recall first that since by hypothesis F is a field ex-
tension of k we have a well-defined commutative diagram
NNum†(k)F
HP∗ ''❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
−⊗kk // NNum†(k)F
HP∗

Vect(F ) .
Let ϕ be an element of the noncommutative motivic Galois group Gal(NNum†(k)F )
such that ϕL = idHP∗(L) for every noncommutative Artin motive L ∈ NAM(k)F .
One needs to construct an element ϕ of Gal(NNum†(k)F ), i.e. a ⊗-automorphism
of the fiber functor HP∗ : NNum
†(k)F → Vect(F ), such that ϕM⊗kk = ϕM for
every noncommutative numerical motive M ∈ NNum†(k)F . The proof is divided
into a finite and an infinite case. Let us assume first that the field extension k/k is
finite. Recall from Proposition 8.4 that we have a monadic adjunction
(8.8) NNum(k)F
(−)k

NNum(k)F .
−⊗kk
OO
Let us denote by η : Id ⇒ (− ⊗k k)k and ǫ : (−)k ⊗k k ⇒ Id the unit and counit
of the adjunction (8.8). Since this adjunction is monadic every noncommutative
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numerical motive N ∈ NNum(k)F admits the following canonical presentation
(8.9) cokernel
(
ǫNk⊗kk − (ǫN )k ⊗k k : (Nk ⊗k k)k ⊗k k −→ Nk ⊗k k
)
≃ N ;
see [24, §7]. The same holds in NNum†(k)F since this category only differs from
NNum(k)F in what concerns the symmetry isomorphism constraints.
Lemma 8.10. The following square commutes
(8.11) HP∗((Nk ⊗k k)k ⊗k k)
≃ϕ(Nk⊗kk)k

HP∗(ǫNk⊗kk
)−HP∗((ǫN )k⊗kk)
// HP∗(Nk ⊗k k)
≃ ϕNk

HP∗((Nk ⊗k k)k ⊗k k)
HP∗(ǫNk⊗kk
)−HP∗((ǫN )k⊗kk)
// HP∗(Nk ⊗k k) .
Proof. Note first that by naturally of ϕ we have
ϕNk ◦HP∗((ǫN )k ⊗k k) = HP∗((ǫN )k ⊗k k) ◦ ϕ(Nk⊗kk)k .
Hence, the commutativity of (8.11) follows from the commutativity of the square
(8.12) HP∗((Nk ⊗k k)k ⊗k k)
≃ϕ(Nk⊗kk)k

HP∗(ǫNk⊗kk
)
// HP∗(Nk ⊗k k)
≃ ϕNk

HP∗((Nk ⊗k k)k ⊗k k)
HP∗(ǫNk⊗kk
)
// HP∗(Nk ⊗k k) .
Let us now prove that (8.12) is commutative. The following natural isomorphisms
hold:
(Nk ⊗k k)k ⊗k k ≃ (Nk ⊗k kk)⊗k k ≃ (Nk ⊗k k)⊗k (kk ⊗k k) .
The first one follows from the isomorphism of functors (−⊗kk)k ≃ −⊗kkk of Propo-
sition 8.4 and the second one from the fact that the functor − ⊗k k is symmetric
monoidal. Under these isomorphisms, HP∗(ǫNk⊗kk) identifies with
HP∗(Nk⊗k k)⊗HP∗(kk⊗k k)
id⊗HP∗(ǫk)−→ HP∗(Nk⊗k k)⊗HP∗(k) ≃ HP∗(Nk⊗k k)
and ϕ(Nk⊗kk)k with
HP∗(Nk ⊗k k)⊗HP∗(kk ⊗k k)
ϕNk⊗ϕkk−→ HP∗(Nk ⊗k k)⊗HP∗(kk ⊗k k) .
Now, note that kk is a finite e´tale k-algebra and hence a noncommutative Artin
motive. Since by hypothesis ϕL = idHP∗(L) for every noncommutative Artin motive
we have ϕkk = idHP∗(kk). By combining all these facts we then conclude that the
above diagram (8.12) is commutative since it identifies with
HP∗(Nk ⊗k k)⊗HP∗(kk ⊗k k)
≃ϕNk⊗id

id⊗HP∗(ǫk) // HP∗(Nk ⊗k k)
≃ ϕNk

HP∗(Nk ⊗k k)⊗HP∗(kk ⊗k k)
id⊗HP∗(ǫk)
// HP∗(Nk ⊗k k) .

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The fiber functorHP∗ : NNum
†(k)F → Vect(F ) is exact and symmetric monoidal.
Hence, by combining Lemma 8.10 with the canonical presentation (8.9), one obtains
an automorphism ϕN : HP∗(N)
∼
→ HP∗(N) for every noncommutative numerical
motive N ∈ NNum†(k)F . By construction these automorphisms are functorial on
N and hence give rise to a well-defined automorphism ϕ of the fiber functor HP∗.
Let us now show that this automorphism ϕ is tensorial. Given any two non-
commutative numerical motives N,O ∈ NNum†(k)F one needs to show that the
following square commutes
(8.13) HP∗(N)⊗HP∗(O)
≃ //
≃ϕN⊗ϕO

HP∗(N ⊗k O)
≃ ϕN⊗
k
O

HP∗(N)⊗HP∗(O) ≃
// HP∗(N ⊗k O) .
In order to prove this consider the following diagram :
HP∗(Nk ⊗k k)⊗HP∗(Ok ⊗k k)
≃ //
HP∗(ǫNk )⊗HP∗(ǫOk )

≃ϕNk⊗ϕOk
$$
HP∗((Nk ⊗k Ok)⊗k k)
HP∗(ǫNk⊗ǫOk )

≃ ϕNk⊗kOk
zz
HP∗(N)⊗HP∗(O)
≃ϕN⊗ϕO

≃ // HP∗(N ⊗k O)
≃ ϕN⊗
k
O

HP∗(N)⊗HP∗(O) ≃
// HP∗(N ⊗k O)
HP∗(Nk ⊗k k)⊗HP∗(Ok ⊗k k)
HP∗(ǫNk )⊗HP∗(ǫOk )
OO
≃
// HP∗((Nk ⊗k Ok)⊗k k) .
HP∗(ǫNk⊗ǫOk )
OO
All the six squares, except the middle one (i.e. (8.13)), are commutative. This
follows from the hypothesis that ϕ is tensorial, from the naturalness of ϕ, and from
the fact that the fiber functor HP∗ is symmetric monoidal. As a consequence, the
two composed morphisms of (8.13) (from HP∗(N) ⊗ HP∗(O) to HP∗(N ⊗k O))
agree when pre-composed with HP∗(ǫNk)⊗HP∗(ǫOk). Both counit morphisms ǫNk
and ǫOk are surjective and hence by Lemma 8.3 admit sections. This implies that
HP∗(ǫNk)⊗HP∗(ǫOk) is also surjective and so one concludes that the above square
(8.13) commutes.
Let us now show that ϕM⊗kk = ϕM for every noncommutative numerical motive
M ∈ NNum†(k)F . By construction of ϕM⊗kk it suffices to show that the following
square
(8.14) HP∗((M ⊗k k)k ⊗k k)
≃ϕ(M⊗kk)k

HP∗(ǫM⊗kk
)
// HP∗(M ⊗k k)
≃ ϕM

HP∗((M ⊗k k)k ⊗k k)
HP∗(ǫM⊗kk
)
// HP∗(M ⊗k k)
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commutes. As in the proof of Lemma 8.10 this is indeed the case since (8.14)
identifies with the following commutative square
HP∗(M ⊗k k)⊗HP∗(kk ⊗k k)
id⊗HP∗(ǫk) //
≃ϕM⊗id

HP∗(M ⊗k k)
≃ ϕM

HP∗(M ⊗k k)⊗HP∗(kk ⊗k k)
id⊗HP∗(ǫk)
// HP∗(M ⊗k k) .
Let us now assume that the field extension k/k is infinite. Consider the filtered
diagram {ki}i∈I of intermediate field extensions k/ki/k which are finite over k.
By applying the usual strictification procedure one obtains a filtrant diagram of
categories {NNum†(ki)F }i∈I . The base-change⊗-functors−⊗kik : NNum
†(ki)F →
NNum†(k)F , i ∈ I, give rise to a well-defined ⊗-functor
Λ : colimi∈I NNum
†(ki)F −→ NNum
†(k)F .
Proposition 8.15. The functor Λ is an equivalence.
Proof. We start by proving that Λ is fully-faithful. Let M and N be two objects
of colimi∈I NNum
†(ki)F . There exists then an element j ∈ I and objects Mj, Nj ∈
NNum†(kj)F such that Mj ⊗kj k = M and Nj ⊗kj k = N . By construction of
the category of noncommutative numerical motives it suffices to consider the case
where Mj and Nj are saturated dg kj-algebras. We have the following equalities
Homcolimi∈I NNum†(ki)F (M,N) = colimj↓IHomNNum†(ki)F (Mj ⊗kj ki, Nj ⊗kj ki)
= colimj↓I
(
K0((M
op
j ⊗ki Nj)⊗kj ki)F /Ker(χ)
)
,
where j ↓ I denotes the category of objects under j. On the other hand we have
HomNNum†(k)F (Λ(M),Λ(N)) = HomNNum†(k)F (Mj ⊗kj k,Nj ⊗kj k)
= K0((M
op
j ⊗kj Nj)⊗kj k)F /Ker(χ) .
Proposition 7.16 (applied to k = kj , k
′ = k, C = M opj ⊗kj Nj , and I = j ↓ I)
furnish us an equivalence of categories
colimj↓IDc((M
op
j ⊗kj Nj)⊗kj ki)
∼
−→ Dc((M
op
j ⊗kj Nj)⊗kj k) .
Since the Grothendieck group functor preserves filtered colimits the upper horizon-
tal map in the following commutative diagram is an isomorphism
colimj↓IK0((M
op
j ⊗kj Nj)⊗kj ki)F

≃ // K0((M
op
j ⊗kj Nj)⊗kj k)F

colimj↓I
(
K0((M
op
j ⊗kj Nj)⊗kj ki)F /Ker(χ)
)
// K0((M
op
j ⊗kj Nj)⊗kj k)F /Ker(χ) .
The right vertical map is surjective and so we conclude that the lower horizon-
tal map is also surjective. Since this latter map identifies with the one from
Homcolimi∈I NNum†(ki)F (M,N) to HomNNum†(k)F (Λ(M),Λ(N)) induced by Λ it re-
mains to show that it is moreover injective. Let Xi be an object of Dc((M
op
j ⊗kj
Nj)⊗kj ki) such that χ([Xi ⊗ki k], [Y ]) = 0 for every Y ∈ Dc((M
op
j ⊗kj Nj)⊗kj k).
Given any object W ∈ Dc((M
op
j ⊗kj Nj) ⊗kj ki) we have by Proposition 7.16 the
equality χ([Xi], [W ]) = χ([Xi ⊗ki k], [W ⊗ki k]). As a consequence [Xi] becomes
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trivial in colimj↓I
(
K0((M
op
j ⊗kj Nj)⊗kj ki)F /Ker(χ)
)
and so we conclude that the
lower horizontal map is injective.
We now prove that Λ is essentially surjective. Let N be an object of NNum†(k)F .
By definition N is of the form (B, e), with B a saturated dg k-algebra and e an
idempotent element of the F -algebra K0(B
op⊗kB)F /Ker(χ). As explained above,
there exists a finite field extension k0/k and a saturated dg k0-algebra B0 such that
B0 ⊗k0 k ≃ B. The functor Λ is fully-faithful and so we have an isomorphism
colimj↓I (K0((B
op
0 ⊗k0 B0)⊗k0 ki)F /Ker(χ))
∼
−→ K0(B
op ⊗k B)F /Ker(χ) .
Now, since the maps in the filtered diagram respect the composition operation there
exists a finite field extension kl/kj and an idempotent element el of the F -algebra
K0((B
op
0 ⊗k0 B) ⊗k0 kl)F /Ker(χ) such that el ⊗kl k = e. As a consequence the
noncommutative numerical motive (B0⊗k0 kl, el) is such that (B0⊗k0 kl, el)⊗kl k ≃
(B, e). This shows that the functor Λ is essentially surjective and so the proof is
finished. 
Returning to the proof of the inclusion Ker(P ) ⊆ Im(I), recall that we have
by hypothesis an element ϕ ∈ Gal(NNum†(k)F ) such that ϕL = idHP∗(L) for
every noncommutative Artin motive L ∈ NAM(k)F . As proved above (in the
case of a finite field extension k/k), the ⊗-automorphism ϕ can be “lifted” to ⊗-
automorphisms ϕi ∈ Gal(NNum†(ki)F ), i ∈ I, in the sense that ϕiM⊗kki = ϕM for
every noncommutative numerical motive M ∈ NNum†(k)F . Since the homomor-
phisms Gal(NNum†(ki)F ) → Gal(NNum
†(k)F ), i ∈ I, are injective one concludes
then that the following equalities hold:
ϕj ◦ − ⊗ki kj = ϕ
i ki ⊆ kj .(8.16)
As a consequence the ⊗-automorphisms ϕi, i ∈ I, assemble into a well-defined
⊗-automorphism ϕ of the fiber functor HP∗ : colimi∈I NNum
†(ki)F → Vect(F ).
By Proposition 8.15, colimi∈I NNum
†(ki)F identifies with NNum
†(k)F and so we
obtain a well-defined element ϕ of Gal(NNum†(k)F ) such that ϕM⊗kk = ϕM for
every noncommutative numerical motive M ∈ NNum†(k)F . This concludes the
proof of the inclusion Ker(P ) ⊆ Im(I).
Remark 8.17. When the field extension k/k is infinite one can use Proposition 8.15
to give an alternative proof of the injectivity of I: this follows from the fact
that the noncommutative motivic Galois group Gal(NNum†(k)F ) identifies with
limi∈IGal(NNum
†(ki)F ) and that all the homomorphisms in this filtered diagram
are injective.
9. Proof of Theorem 1.11
Let us assume first that the field extension k/k is finite. Consider the following
compositions (see diagram (7.35))
Tate(k)F ⊂ Num
†(k)F
ΦN−→ NNum†(k)F Tate(k)F ⊂ Num
†(k)F
ΦN−→ NNum†(k)F ,
where Tate(−)F stands for the full subcategory of Tate motives. As proved in [28,
Thm. 1.7], these compositions give rise to the following exact sequences
Gal(NNum†(k)F ) −→ Gal(Num
†(k)F ) −→ Gm −→ 1(9.1)
Gal(NNum†(k)F ) −→ Gal(Num
†(k)F ) −→ Gm −→ 1 .
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Hence, it remains only to show that the three squares of (1.12) are commutative.
The commutativity of the one on the right-hand-side follows simply from the fact
that the functor Num†(k)F
ΦN→ NNum†(k)F restricts to a F -linear ⊗-equivalence
AM(k)F
∼
→ NAM(k)F ; see Theorems 1.7 and 1.8. On the other hand, the commu-
tativity of the lower left-hand-side square follows automatically from the commu-
tativity of (7.35). We now claim that the upper left-hand-side square of (1.12) is
also commutative. Recall from [28, §11] that the motivic Galois groups of Tate(k)F
and Tate(k)F (which are both Gm) are completely determined by their evaluation
at the Tate motive Q(1). Hence, our claim follows immediately from the fact that
the base-change functor
Num†(k)F −→ Num
†(k)F Z 7→ Zk
maps the Tate motive to itself.
Let us now assume that the field extension k/k is infinite. The same arguments
as above show that (9.1) is exact and the right-hand-side square of (1.12) is com-
mutative. Let us now construct (via a limit procedure) the remaining of diagram
(1.12). Consider the filtrant diagram {ki}i∈I of intermediate field extensions k/ki/k
which are finite over k, and the associated filtrant diagram of F -linear ⊗-functors
(9.2) {Tate(ki)F ⊆ Num
†(ki)F
ΦiN−→ NNum†(ki)F }i∈I .
As explained above, (9.2) gives rise to a filtrant diagram of exact sequences
(9.3) {Gal(NNum†(ki)F ) −→ Gal(Num
†(ki)F ) −→ Gm −→ 1}i∈I .
Now, recall from the proof of the inclusion Ker(P ) ⊆ Im(I) of Theorem 1.9 (with
k/k infinite), that all the transition homomorphisms of the above diagram (9.3) are
injective. Moreover, Gal(NNum†(k)F ) (resp. Gal(Num
†(k)F )) identifies with the
limit of the filtrant diagram {Gal(NNum†(ki)F )}i∈I (resp. of {Gal(Num
†(ki)F )}i∈I).
Hence, by passing to the limit in (9.3), one obtains the following commutative dia-
gram
Gal(NNum†(k)F )
I

// Gal(Num†(k)F )
I

// Gm // 1
Gal(NNum†(k)F ) // Gal(Num
†(k)F ) // Gm // 1 ,
where the upper row is an exact sequence. This concludes the proof.
10. Proof of Theorem 1.13
We start with item (i). Recall from [39, Prop. 4.1] that the category of noncom-
mutative Chow motives fully-embeds into the triangulated category of noncommu-
tative mixed motives. Concretely, we have a fully-faithful Q-linear ⊗-functor Υ
making the following diagram commute
(10.1) sdgcat(k)
U

UM
''❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖
NChow(k)Q
Υ
// KMM(k)Q .
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This allows us to consider the composed Q-linear ⊗-functor
Ω : AM(k)Q ⊂ Chow(k)Q
Φ
−→ NChow(k)Q
Υ
−→ KMM(k)Q .
By Theorem 1.7 we observe that Ω is fully-faithful. Moreover, since NMAM(k)Q
is by definition the smallest thick triangulated subcategory of KMM(k)Q gen-
erated by the objects UM (D
dg
perf(Z)), with Z a finite e´tale k-scheme, one con-
cludes from the commutative diagram (10.1) that Ω factors through the inclusion
NMAM(k)Q ⊂ KMM(k)Q. Now, as proved in [53, Prop. 1.4] (see also [46, page
217]) the category MAM(k)Q is ⊗-equivalence to the bounded derived category
Db(AM(k)Q). Moreover, since AM(k)Q is abelian semi-simple, Db(AM(k)Q) iden-
tifies with the category GrbZ(AM(k)Q) of bounded Z-graded objects in AM(k)Q.
Hence, the above functor Ω admits the following natural extension:
Ψ : MAM(k)Q −→ NMAM(k)Q ⊂ KMM(k)Q {Nn}n∈Z 7→
⊕
n∈Z
Ω(Nn)[n] .
By construction this extension is Q-linear, ⊗-triangulated, and moreover faithful.
Now, consider the following commutative diagram
{finite e´tale k-schemes}op
M

  //
M∨gm

SmProj(k)op
M

Ddg
perf
(−)
// sdgcat(k)
U

UM
&&▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼
AM(k)Q
R

  // Chow(k)Q
Φ
// NChow(k)Q
Υ // KMM(k)Q
MAM(k)Q
Ψ
// NMAM(k)Q
+

88qqqqqqqqqqq
,
where R is the classical fully-faithful Q-linear ⊗-functor relating Chow motives with
mixed motives; see [1, §18.3-18.4][47, Corollary 2]. This functor identifies AM(k)Q
with the zero-graded objects of GrbZ(AM(k)Q) ≃MAM(k)Q and when pre-composed
with M it agrees with M∨gm. The proof of item (i) now follows from the fact that
(1.14) is the outer square of the above commutative diagram.
Let us now prove item (ii). Since Ψ is triangulated, MAM(k)Q is generated by
the objects M∨gm(Z), with Z a finite e´tale k-scheme, and NMAM(k)Q is generated
by their images under Ψ, it suffices to show that the induced homomorphisms
(10.2) Hom(M∨gm(Z1),M
∨
gm(Z2)[−n]) −→ Hom(ΨM
∨
gm(Z1),ΨM
∨
gm(Z2)[−n])
are isomorphisms for all finite e´tale k-schemes Z1 and Z2 and integers n ∈ N. By
construction of Ψ (and Theorem 1.7), (10.2) is an isomorphism for n = 0. As
explained above, MAM(k)Q identifies with Gr
b
Z(AM(k)Q) and so the left hand-side
of (10.2) is trivial for n 6= 0. Hence, it remains to show that the right hand-side
of (10.2) is also trivial for n 6= 0. By combining the commutativity of the square
(1.14) with [7, Prop. 9.3], we obtain the following computation
(10.3) HomNMAM(k)Q(ΨM
∨
gm(Z1),ΨM
∨
gm(Z2)[−n]) ≃
{
Kn(Z1 × Z2)Q n ≥ 0
0 n < 0 .
Now, recall that Z1 = spec(A1) and Z2 = spec(A2) for some finite dimensional e´tale
k-algebras A1 and A2. As a consequence, Kn(Z1 ×Z2)Q = Kn(A1 ⊗k A2)Q. When
k = Fq we conclude then that A1 and A2 (and hence A1⊗FqA2) have a finite number
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of elements. Since the algebraic K-theory of the Fq-algebra A1 ⊗Fq A2 is the same
as the algebraic K-theory of the underlying ring, we conclude from [50, Prop. 1.16]
that all the groups Kn(A1 ⊗Fq A2), n ≥ 1, are finite and hence torsion groups. As
a consequence, Kn(Z1 × Z2)Q = 0 for n ≥ 1 and so Ψ is an equivalence. The
equivalence NMAM(Fq)Q ≃ Db(RepQ(Ẑ)) follows now from the Q-linearization of
the Galois-Grothendieck correspondence AM(Fq)Q ≃ RepQ(Gal(Fq/Fq)) (described
in the proof of Theorem 1.8) and from the standard isomorphism Gal(Fq/Fq) ≃ Ẑ.
This concludes the proof of item (ii). In what concerns item (iii), by taking Z1 =
Z2 = spec(Q) and n = 1 in the above computation (10.3), one obtains
(10.4) K1(spec(k)× spec(k))Q ≃ K1(spec(k))Q ≃ K1(k)Q ≃ k
× ⊗Z Q ,
where k× denotes the multiplicative group of k. Since by hypothesis Q ⊆ k, we
conclude then that (10.4) is not trivial. As a consequence, the functor Ψ is not full
since the left hand-side of (10.2) is trivial for n 6= 0. The isomorphisms of item(iii)
follow from the combination of (10.3) (with k = Q, Z1 = Z2 = spec(Q)) with the
isomorphisms Kn(Q) ≃ Z for n ≡ 5 (mod 8); see [51, page 140]. This achieves the
proof.
Appendix A. Short exact sequences of Galois groups
In this appendix we establish a general result about short exact sequences of
Galois groups. As an application we obtain a new proof of Deligne-Milne’s short
exact sequence (1.2); see §A.1.
Let K be a field, A ⊂ C and D three K-linear abelian idempotent complete
rigid symmetric monoidal categories, H : C → D a K-linear exact ⊗-functor, and
ω : D → Vect(K) a fiber functor. Out of this data one constructs the Galois groups
Gal(D) := Aut⊗(ω) Gal(C) := Aut⊗(ω ◦H) Gal(A) := Aut⊗((ω ◦H)|A)
as well as the group homomorphisms
I : Gal(D)
ϕ 7→ϕ◦H
−→ Gal(C) P : Gal(C)
ψ 7→ψ|A
−→ Gal(A) ;
see [1, §2.3]. Now, consider the following assumptions:
(A1) Assume that for every object X of A there exists an integer m (which depends
on X) such that H(X) ≃ ⊕mi=11D, where 1D denotes the ⊗-unit of D.
(A2) Assume that D is semi-simple and that for every object Y of a (fixed) dense
subcategory Ddens of D there exists an object X ∈ C (which depends on Y )
and a surjective morphism H(X)։ Y .
(A3) Assume that D is semi-simple and that H fits into a monadic adjunction
(A.1) D
G

C .
H
OO
Assume moreover that G(1D) ∈ A and that the natural transformation
id⊗ǫ1D : H(−)⊗HG(1D)⇒ H(−)⊗ 1D ≃ H(X)
gives rise by adjunction to an isomorphism − ⊗ G(1D)
∼
⇒ (G ◦ H)(−) of
functors, where ǫ denotes the counit of (A.1).
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(A3’) Assume that there exists a filtrant diagram {H : C
Hi→ Di → D}i∈I such that
colimiDi ≃ D and on which all the functors Hi satisfy assumption (A3).
Theorem A.2. Under the above notations the following holds:
(i) The group homomorphism P is surjective.
(ii) Assumption (A1) implies that the composition P ◦ I is trivial.
(iii) Assumption (A2) implies that I is injective.
(iv) Assumption (A3), or more generally (A3’), implies that Ker(P ) ⊆ Im(I).
In particular, if all the above assumptions hold one obtains a well-defined short
exact sequence of Galois groups
1 −→ Gal(D)
I
−→ Gal(C)
P
−→ Gal(A) −→ 1 .
Due to its simplicity and generality we believe that Theorem A.2 can be useful in
other applications to Galois groups and Tannakian categories. When applied to
K := F , A := NAM(k)F , C = NNum
†(k)F , D := NNum
†(k)F , ω := HP∗, and
H := −⊗k k, Theorem A.2 (as well as its proof) reduces to Theorem 1.9.
Proof. Since by hypothesis A is a full subcategory of C, item (i) follows from the
Tannakina formalism; see [1, §2.3.3]. Let ϕ be a ⊗-automorphism of the fiber
functor ω : D → Vect(K), i.e. an element of Gal(D). Under these notations, item
(ii) follows automatically from the equalities
ϕ⊕m
i=11D
= ⊕mi=1ϕ1D = ⊕
m
i=1 idω(1D) = idω(⊕mi=11D) .
Item (iii) is the content of the general Proposition 8.1. In what concerns item (iv),
its proof is similar to the proof of the inclusion Ker(P ) ⊆ Im(I) of Theorem 1.9.
Simply run the same argument and use the assumption (A3) (resp. (A3’)) instead
of the assumption that the field extension k/k is finite (resp. infinite). 
A.1. A new proof of (1.2). Recall from Deligne-Milne [11, page 63], the proof of
the following short exact sequence
(A.3) 1 −→ Gal(Num†(k)F )
I
−→ Gal(Num†(k)F )
P
−→ Gal(k/k) −→ 1 .
As in Theorem A.2(i) the subjectivity of P follows from the Tannakian formalism.
The proof of the injectivity of I can also be considered as an application of Theo-
rem A.2(ii): as explained in loc. cit., every smooth projective k-scheme Z admits
a model Z0 over a finite field extension k0/k and consequently one obtains a sur-
jective morphism (Resk0/k(Z0))k ։ Z. Our general Proposition 8.1 should then be
considered as an axiomatization of this geometric argument.
On the other hand, the proof of the exactness of (A.3) at the middle term is
based on the interpretation of Hom(Nk, N
′
k
) as an Artin motive for any two objects
N,N ′ ∈ Num†(k)F . This is the key step in Deligne-Milne’s proof that doesn’t
seem to admit a noncommutative analogue. In order to prove this exactness one
can alternative apply Theorem A.2 to K := F , A := AM(k)F , C := Num
†(k)F ,
D := Num†(k)F , ω := HdR(−), and to the base-change functor H := Num
†(k)F →
Num†(k)F , Z 7→ Zk. The verification of (A3) and (A3’) is similar to the one made
in the proof of Theorem 1.9.
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